
Frank Aaron 
5801 Pisa Lane 
Frisco, TX 75034 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Elizabeth Abrams 
1509 B Parkway 
Austin, TX 78703 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Conrado Acevedo 
9710 Cliffwood Drive 
Houston, TX 77096 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. It is time to 
do the right thing in helping to keep Comcast from violating Net Neutrality. 
 
Conrado Acevedo 
9710 Cliffwood Drive 
Houston, TX 77096 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. This fascist 
move by corporations is rubbing the people's ability to communicate with one another and reduce their free speech. Are 
we going to allow this form of mind control to control people's lives? 
 
J. Carlos acevedo 
1121 College Pkwy 
Lewisville, TX 75077 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Oralia Acosta 
1204 Abbott 
Texas City, TX 77590 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
James Adcock 
11608 Brandon Parke Trl 
Austin, TX 78750 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 



participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Doyle Adkins 
6533 Mark Dr 
Burleson, TX 76028 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Irene Adolph 
4610 Creekbend Dr 
Houston, TX 77035 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Bruce Ainsworth 
315 Sixpence Lane 
Euless, TX 76039 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. Leave my 
Internet alone! I am retired and the Internet is my window to the world. Without it I would be isolated. Don't let that 
happen. 
 
Elizabeth Alexander 
15710 El Estado Dr Apt 106 
Dallas, TX 75248 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Brett Alexander 
1603 Liberty Oaks Blvd 
Cedar Park, TX 78613 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Sharon Alexander 
701 East Labadie Ave. 
De Leon, TX 76444 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Andrea Alfred 
8306 Windy Oaks Drive 
Houston, TX 77040 



Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Barry Allen 
9115 Pinewood Drive 
Dallas, TX 75243 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Geraldine Allen 
806 Alhambra court 
, TX 77478 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Geraldine Allen 
806 Alhambra court 
Sugar Land, TX 77478 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
W. Ned Allen 
8352 FM 1303 
Floresville, TX 78114 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Sky Allred 
13721 Trail Break Dr. 
Haslet, TX 11718 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Sharon Almerigi 
633 E.N. 22nd St. 
Abilene, TX 79601 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
ann alston 
po box 141686 



austin, TX 78714 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Daniel Alvarez 
5130 Chromite Apt. K9 
El Paso, TX 79932 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Chuck Ambrus 
6105 Farnswood Ln. 
Fort Worth, TX 76112 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Marv Anderson 
9915 Michelle Hill 
Garden Ridge, TX 78266 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Katrina Anderson 
7 Jeffrey Circle 
Wichita Falls, TX 76306 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Mary Anderson 
1908 Parkside 
Austin, TX 78745 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Stephanie Andrews 
11350 FOUR POINTS DR APT 826 
AUSTIN, TX 78726 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Jamie Antone 



9303 Fordshire 
HOUSTON, TX 77025 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Jake Apodaca 
11311 Whisper Dawn 
San Antonio, TX 78230 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Jose Ardon 
2123 FM 1960 West Rd. 166 
Houston, TX 77090 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Dan Arellano 
P.O.Box 43012 
Austin, TX 78704 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Ruben Arellano 
223 S Oak Cliff Blvd 
Dallas, TX 75233 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Robert Arthur 
5314 Nueces Bay Dr. 
Rowlett, TX 75089 
Simply put, it is all about free speech. Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is 
exactly the problem millions of Americans have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must 
take serious and immediate action to put an abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service 
providers from following Comcast's example of discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet 
is a vital engine for economic growth, civic participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to 
smother these democratic communications by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet 
traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
John Asbury 
3004 N. 77 Sunshine Strip 
Harlingen, TX 78550 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 



 
Suzette Austin 
PO Box 672 
Rio Vista, TX 76093 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Ralph Avery 
3911 Dogwood Drive 
Pearland, TX 77584 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Ina M. Ayliffe 
15905 Bent Tree Forest Cr.#1025 
Dallas, TX 75248 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Richard Bachman 
3302 King George Lane 
Friendswood, TX 77546 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
H David Baer 
609 E Weinert St 
Seguin, TX 78155 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Penny Bailey 
2406 Woven Wood Ln 
Richmond, TX 77469 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Steven Bailey 
10800 Clay Road 
Houston, TX 77041 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 



participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Sam Baker 
PO Box 100457 
Fort Worth, TX 76185 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
jack baker 
j baker 
navasota, TX 77868 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Earl Bakken 
5401 W. Bus 83 
Harlingen, TX 78552 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Maurice Ballas 
1400 Ocean Drive, Apt 101A 
Corpus Christi, TX 78404 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Hellen Baridon 
154 Bayview St. 
Gun Barrel City,, TX 75156 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Ann Barnes 
9437 Brentgate 
Dallas, TX 75238 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Richard Barnett 
1808 Bolivar St. 
Denton, TX 76201 
Please tell Comcast that internet neutrality is important and send a message that we won't have things any other way. 
Thank you. 
 



Richard Barnett 
103 Overlook Circle 
Wimberley, TX 78676 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
JJ Barrera 
401 Clover Court 
TX, TX 78745 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Eric Barth 
344 W Main St 
kerrville, TX 78028 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Margaret Bartlett 
5711 Preston Oaks Rd. #1227 
Dallas, TX 75254 
When Comcast took over the cable television in our apartment complex it disconnected the community television 
antenna giving people little choice but to sign up for Comcast. Technicians installed new connectors at every television 
socket in every apartment. When asked if the new connections were necessary or would cause any type impedience 
(electrical terminology) problem they were honest and said, "No". The new connectors were only to get more money for 
Comcast. I think that is gouging the public under false pretences. I am an aerospace engineer with background in avionics 
(aviation electronics). I knwew what to ask, but the general public does not. We need help and Comcast needs to be 
investigated from the top down. It usually starts at the top and the problem is big. Comcasts's blatant and deceptive 
blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans have warned would occur without 
Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an abrupt end to this harmful 
practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of discriminating against the free 
flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic participation and free speech. We 
simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications by discriminating against new 
technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Herbert Bartling 
1610 Thrush Court Circle 
San Antonio, TX 78248 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Jonathan Bastnagel 
21500 Park Row Dr Apt 2815 
Katy, TX 77449 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
D. Bateman 
30602 Woodhue Ct. 
Spring, TX 77386 



Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
MaryBeth Baun 
2340 University Blvd 
Houston, TX 77005 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Chuck Bayless 
2956 Park Square DR 
Irving, TX 75060 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Robert Beaty 
741 North Anglin 
Cleburne, TX 76031 
No one including Comcast should be allowed to prevent the free flow of Information over the Internet. Robert Beaty 
817-558-2207. 
 
Elaine Becker 
2710 L Holly Hall 
Houston, TX 77054 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Timothy Beeson 
609 Heights Blvd. 
Houston, TX 77007 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
quick end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
interfering with the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. The 
organization that controls information controls everything. If they control what we learn and know, they control what 
we think and do. We can never let any group, especially a for-profit corporation, gain that much control. I would 
encourage you also to reach inside the corporation and penalize the individuals within Comcast who formulated and 
activated the scheme. Holding them personally responsible will send a stronger message to future would be dictators of 
the internet. 
 
Sharalyn Bell 
3442 Millbrook Dr Apt 167 
San Angelo, TX 76904 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. Thank you 
for your attention to this matter, Sharalyn Bell 
 



Leslie Belt 
1301 Kenwood 
Austin, TX 78704 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Sylvia Benini 
2808 Townes Ln 
Austin, TX 787 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Lisa Bennett 
413 Interamerica Blvd. #1 
Laredo, TX 78045 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Matthew Berg 
1880 White Oak Dr 143 
Houston, TX 77009 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Maggie Berggren 
P. O. Box 216 
Leander, TX 78646 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
David Berkshire 
9713 Mariposa 
Houston, TX 77025 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Peter Berner 
4102 edgemont Drive 
Austin, TX 78731 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 



 
Anthony Bernier 
1514 Alhambra 
San Antonio, TX 78201 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Lindsay Berquist 
po box 1719 
Huntington, TX 75949 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Tim Best 
4341 Horizon North Parkway 
Dallas, TX 75287 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. I am a 
information technology professional. Comcast and others against internet neutrality threaten to slow the performance 
of internet communications with their medaling. They won't admit it but I know as a professional. I am a Republican 
and I am because I believe in individual rights above all else. Comcast and other corporations threaten my right to the 
public internet space. These companies should deliver connectivity service and leave the regulation to myself as a 
responsible adult. I am American and I want the freedom to the pursuit of happiness even on the internet. That is where 
I make my living and Comcast cannot be allowed to be the gate-keeper. The FCC and the people of the United States are 
the gate-keepers. Thank you for your time. Tim Best 
 
Dottie Best 
204 Spring Road 
San Marcos, TX 78666 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Adam Bettis 
126 E. Oragne 
Angleton, TX 77515 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
David Bigwood 
211 Leghrand Ct 
League City, TX 77573 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Amanda Biondolillo 



2040 Kings Rd 
Carrollton, TX 75007 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Joshua Bisch 
2301 S Mopac 
Austin, TX 78746 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
jerry Black 
3611 Robinson Road 
Missouri City, TX 77459 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Sheila Blaicher 
9404 Pearlstone Cove 
Austin, TX 78717 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Justin Blair 
3688 FM 2896 
Gainesville, TX 76240 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Letitia Blalock 
1411-A Theckla Ter. 
Austin, TX 78756 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Derek Bland 
3003 tree house ct 
spring, TX 77373 
Freedom of speech must be protected. Many of my forefathers died in the great reformation of England and those who 
escaped came to America, where freedom of speech was not inhibited. Thee FCC must take action against any traitor who 
wishes to threaten this unalienable right. Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is 
exactly the problem millions of Americans have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must 
take serious and immediate action to put an abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service 
providers from following Comcast's example of discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet 
is a vital engine for economic growth, civic participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to 



smother these democratic communications by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet 
traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Robert Blau 
8100 Parkdale Drive 
Austin, TX 78757 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Peter Bleicher 
13492 N HWY 183 STE 120 PMB 171 
AUSTIN, TX 78750 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
elaine blodgett 
1323 old hwy 20 
mcdade, TX 78650 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
elizabeth blodgett 
2506 oak circle 
bryan, TX 77802 
What a joke. Welcome to America! Land of the free! Right... Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer 
communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans have warned would occur without Net Neutrality 
protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent 
other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of discriminating against the free flow of online 
information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic participation and free speech. We simply can't allow 
corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications by discriminating against new technologies, secretly 
interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Jim Bodmer 
2018 fairfield ct n 
league city, TX 77573 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Andrew Boehmer 
3211 W Ledbetter Dr 
Dallas, TX 75233 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Erik Bogle 
1011 East 6th 1/2 St. #2 
Houson, TX 77009 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 



abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Irene Bohmann 
5610 Royal Palms St. 
Houston, TX 77021 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. I can't live 
w/o a free Internet! Please, can you? Comcast has no right to do this, and, I might add, Time-Warner never did it. Please 
help us keep the Internet the way it was meant to be! 
 
Mamie Bondy 
4300 Painted Pony Cove 
Austin, TX 78735 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Callie Bourgeois 
31003 Sherrie Lane 
Magnolia, TX 77354 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
rich bowden 
8600 bear creek 
austin, TX 78737 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Martha Bowen 
99 York Creek Rd 
Driftwood, TX 78619 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Ray Bowen 
1509 Somerset Dr. 
Round Rock,, TX 78681 
Comcast's controlling of information on the internet can be compared with the controlling of information and 
movement by The Third Reich. To continue down the road of allowing fascist corporations to control the freedom of 
speech will create an environment that will allow a dictator to incrementally take control of our country and 
subsequently take away our liberties. Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is 
exactly the problem millions of Americans have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must 
take serious and immediate action to put an abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service 
providers from following Comcast's example of discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet 
is a vital engine for economic growth, civic participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to 
smother these democratic communications by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet 
traffic and stifling innovation. 



 
J A Bowman-Kreitmeyer 
4249 Oak Grove Dr 
Carrollton, TX 75010 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Ken Box 
1117 W. 9th St. 
Austin, TX 78703 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. The Internet 
must remain free. It must transcend all political ideologies. 
 
Ken Box 
7748 Hwy. 290 West 
Austin, TX 78736 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Houston Boyer 
2706 Mount Vernon 
Dickinson, TX 77539 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
D J Boykin 
832 Shady Glen Ln 
Bedford, TX 76021 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
R T Boykin Jr 
832 Shady Glen Ln 
Bedford, TX 76021 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Mary Bradshaw 
23920 N. Line Camp St. 
San Antonio, TX 78255 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 



participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Stefan Bradshaw 
2200 Waterview Pkwy Apt 26202 
Richardson, TX 75080 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Shawn Branch 
3706 Moon Drive 
Mesquite, TX 75150 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Anna Brannon 
903 Westview Street 
Bryan, TX 77802 
In case you haven't read it in a while, the Constitution of the United States clearly defends our right to free speech and 
specifically protects our right to freedom of the press. I use the internet to obtain different views on world and national 
events, to communicate with others, and to obtain information (e.g., download) for my own use. All of the activities are 
part of a free and open society. Comcast's censorship and manipulation of its clients internet activities is action that 
would be allowed in a fascist state. It must be stopped. The corporation does not have dominion over the people of the 
United States, at least not yet. Please, send Comcast a message. Fine not only the corporation but also the governing 
board. Do something unusual in government today - hold the people responsible accountable for their actions. Thank 
you. Anna M. Brannon 
 
Ronald Brewer 
8200 Sunbury Lane 
Houston, TX 77095 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. Spoken as if 
they are my words and want this to be a reminder who owns the air-ways! Mr.Ronald Brewer 
 
Bryan Brewer 
2100 Rabb Glen 
Austin, TX 78704 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Steve Brindle 
116 Rainbow 
Early, TX 76802 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Jim Briscoe 
1705 16th St.#13 
Rockport, TX 78336 



Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Hector Brito 
2314 Wickersham Lane #406 
Austin, TX 78741 
Your responsibility as the FCC is to serve your fellow Americans and protect their rights. The Internet is a vital engine for 
economic growth, civic participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these 
democratic communications by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and 
stifling innovation. Please put a stop to by corporations like Comcast. 
 
Bradley Broadway 
604 NW Barbara Ln 
Burleson, TX 76028 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Brandon Brockmyer 
614 South 1st Street 
Austin, TX 11222 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Ray Brogdon 
28 Hickory Oak Drive 
The Woodlands, TX 77381 
Comcast's practice of selectively blocking communications is an example of what will occur without Net Neutrality 
protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent 
other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of discriminating against the free flow of online 
information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic participation and free speech. We simply can't allow 
corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications by discriminating against new technologies, secretly 
interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Walter Brooke 
720 South Main 
Freer, TX 78357 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Winston Brooks 
9331 Balvenie Ct. 
Houston, TX 77098 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Frank Brooks 
2011 Robin Hill Lane 
Carrollton, TX 75007 



Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
tracy brown 
1906 newport ave 
dallas, TX 75224 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Byron Brown 
PO Box 309 
Denton, TX 76202 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Brian Brown 
5000 lahoma st. 
dallas, TX 75253 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Vickie Brown 
20291 Prairie Dell Rd 
Salado, TX 76571 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Robert Brown 
707c Baylor 
Wichita Falls, TX 76301 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
J. Keith Brown, Esq. 
505 Willowcrest Drive 
Garland, TX 75040 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Carl Bruce 
1920 W. Alabama, #40 



Houston, TX 77098 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Ray Bruni 
4502 Blueduck Dr 
Killeen, TX 76549 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Suzy Bryant 
1101-B Lorrain Street 
Austin, TX 78703 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Kathy Bryant 
3317 Tom Ellen 
Fort Worth, TX 76111 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. Think of it 
this way, beside being a medium to generate sales and profit it is also a medium for connecting people to organizations 
for information that is needed to keep our citizens informed. With the current situation with other media outlets(TV, 
Radio, Newspapers)being owned by a small hand full of corporations, we are not receiving well rounded information to 
base our decisions upon. Having gatekeepers on the internet would bring the same situation to the internet. It would be 
like the Postal Service denying delivery of mail because your were receiving too much mail and then saying we would 
have to pay a higher rate because of this. Bandwidth is a red herring. 
 
Richard Buck 
138 Dan Moody Trl 
Georgetown, TX 78633 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Ward Buckalew 
10339 Cromwell Drive 
Dallas, TX 75229 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Ward Buckalew 
10339 Cromwell Drive 
Dallas, TX 75229 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 



discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Matthew Buckley 
1707 spyglass drive #40 
Austin, TX 78746 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Aaron Buechner 
8345 Linscomb Rd. 
Vidor, TX 77662 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
James Buels 
706 Elmwood Ct. 
El Paso, TX 79932 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. Unless the 
people of the United States, including the people at the FCC, protect and expand freedom of expression, on the 
Internet and elsewhere, it will be lost. 
 
David Burgess 
9109 Bryson Dr 
Dallas, TX 75238 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Alice Burkhart 
1709 Ruthdale Dr 
Fort Worth, TX 76134 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Elaine Burn 
6062 Copperfield Drive, Apt 818 
Fort Worth, TX 76132 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
tina burns 
3437 wren ave 
ft worth, TX 76133 



Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Bill Burns 
12708 Turkey Cove 
Buda, TX 78610 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Thomas Burns 
3905C Barnes St 
Houston, TX 77007 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. With the 
extensive consolidation that has been allowed to take place in this country in other areas of commercial media, the 
internet is last remaining outlet for the free, widespread, and unfiltered expression of ideas. This outlet MUST be 
protected. Nothing less than the long term survival of our democratic system is at stake. 
 
James Burns 
12056 County Road 1139 
Tyler, TX 75709 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Terry Bush 
912 Rock Ridge Ct 
Hurst, TX 76053 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Robert Bushnell 
2627 Douglas Ave., 107 
Dallas, TX 7519 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Carl Butler 
4905 Dovercliff Cove 
Austin, TX 78754 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 



 
Elizabeth Butler 
P.O. Box 7593 
Tyler, TX 75711 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
J Byrnes 
PO Box 541685 
Grand Prairie, TX 75054 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
A C 
1 Prefer Not To Disclose 
Austin, TX 78705 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Sean Callaghan 
5764 Truelson Drive 
Fort Worth, TX 76134 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
brandon cameron 
107 e. iris 
mcallen, TX 78501 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Adrian Campa 
3021 Mockingbird Ln 
Rosenberg, TX 77004 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Judith Campbell 
5723 Hoover St 
Houston, TX 77092 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 



participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Tracey Campbell Homburg 
119 Sequoia Drive 
San Antonio, TX 78232 
Dear FCC Staff members, *Please consider making it a priority to ensure that every U.S. citizen has unobstructed and 
uncensored access to Internet features and information. Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer 
communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans have warned would occur without Net Neutrality 
protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent 
other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of discriminating against the free flow of online 
information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic participation and free speech. We simply can't allow 
corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications by discriminating against new technologies, secretly 
interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. *Thank you for considering my concerns! 
 
Hector Canales 
2211 Crossmill Ln 
Katy, TX 77450 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Josefina Cannon 
14534 Panther Point 
Helotes, TX 78023 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Andre Cantinho 
Outside US 
Outside US, TX 5555 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Christopher Cantu 
4114 Medical Drive 
San Antonio, TX 78229 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
nasya capetillo 
5555 spring valley rd. 
dallas, TX 75240 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Daniel Carll 
PO BOX 357 
DAMON, TX 77430 



Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Gloria Carlson 
2045 Warwick Place 
New Braunfels, TX 78130 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Wiliam Carman 
3121 Ripplewood Dr 
Garland, TX 75044 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. The most 
stringent punitive measures should be used to get Comcast and other abusers of internet traffic across that the public 
will not condone their transgressions. 
 
Joseph Carpenter 
734 Redwing Place Dr. 
Houston, TX 77009 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
James Carr 
4512 Temecula creek Tr 
McKinney, TX 75070 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Kevin Carry 
3601 Capistrano Tr. 
austin, TX 78739 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Jacqueline Carter 
1207 Mackie 
Carrollton, TX 75007 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 



William Carter 
732 N Olive Street 
San Antonio, TX 78202 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
E. C. Carter 
11629 Oakwood Lane 
Fort Worth, TX 76179 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Court Casebeer 
19002 Village Maple Ct 
Houston, TX 77084 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Anna Casey 
12131 Galva Dr 
Dallas, TX 75243 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Kathy Casey 
8307 Roan Lane 
Austin, TX 78736 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Danelle Cass 
1501 Park Link 
Deer Park, TX 77536 
I am appalled by Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications and this is exactly the 
problem millions of Americans have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. As a voter and an 
American, I feel the FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an abrupt end to this harmful practice and 
prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of discriminating against the free flow of 
online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic participation and free speech. We simply 
can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications by discriminating against new 
technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Sherry Cassidy 
1503 Graham 
Paris, TX 75460 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 



 
Jessie Casteel 
10825 Greenwillow #11 
Houston, TX 77035 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Mario Castillo 
914 SW 34th St. 
San Antonio, TX 78237 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. Mr.C.N. 
Castillo 
 
Sarah Beth Castillo 
3510 Aspen Lake Drive 
Manvel, TX 77578 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Kathryn Cates 
4242 N Capistrano #213 
Dallas, TX 75287 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Jim Cates 
7117 Lowery Lane 
North Richland Hills, TX 76180 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Danniel Cecava 
2205 Driskell Ln 
Corinth, TX 76210 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Ellen Cerda 
1704 Primrose Lane 
Leander, TX 78641 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 



participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Clint Chamberlain 
3200 S. First Street 
Austin, TX 78704 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Martha Chambers 
3112 Tanglewood Trail 
Fort Worth, TX 76109 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
wayne chambliss 
5201 bandera creek trl 
austin, TX 78735 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Ed Chaplin 
5923 Lookout Mtn Dr 
Austin, TX 78731 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Donna Charter 
1209 Thannisch Ct 
Arlington, TX 76011 
I don't want Big Corporations deciding what I can receive over the internet! Any real slowdown in connection means 
eventually users stop accessing that site. It is a real means of killing that business! Comcast's blatant and deceptive 
blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans have warned would occur without 
Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an abrupt end to this harmful 
practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of discriminating against the free 
flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic participation and free speech. We 
simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications by discriminating against new 
technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Carlos Chavez 
1421 Cool Springs Dr 
Allen, TX 75013 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
John Chioles 
21003 Manon Lane 
Spring, TX 77388 



Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Russell Chipman 
332 south shore pl 
lewisville, TX 75067 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Logan Chisholm 
4500 Steiner Ranch Blvd # 1420 
AUSTIN, TX 78732 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Susan Chizeck 
7617 Meadowhaven Dr 
Dallas, TX 75254 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Leon Chojnacki 
7292 Williamson Road 
Dallas, TX 75214 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. Now we're saying it again. This time please stop listening 
to the Internet providers who are predicting a future of slow access and revenue loss. The FCC must take serious and 
immediate action to put an abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from 
following Comcast's example of discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine 
for economic growth, civic participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these 
democratic communications by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and 
stifling innovation. 
 
frank christian 
2803 hollypoint ct. 
arlington, TX 76015 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Kay Christopher 
PO Box 162483 
Austin, TX 78716 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 



Brad Clardy 
1901 17th 
Lubbock, TX 79401 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Stan Clare 
51 Avocado Ct. 
Lake Jackson, TX 77566 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Martha Clark 
903 S Elm St 
Denton, TX 76201 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Adam Clark 
600 Las Lomas Drive 
Austin, TX 78746 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
David Clark 
2707 Bordeaux Drive 
McKinney, TX 75070 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Keven Clark 
8050 GreenHollow Ln 
Dallas, TX 75240 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
TOM CLARK 
PO BOX 2551 
DENTON, TX 80435 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 



 
Roy and Theresa Clifton 
6722 Grovehill 
Houston, TX 77092 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
gale clouse 
204 Cr 3502 
Greenville, TX 75402 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Vicki Coffman 
802 Sycamore Road 
Richmond, TX 77469 
This is outrageous. It is typical of the way corporations are being allowed to run our country, and it must stop. Comcast's 
blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans have 
warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
loren cole 
51007 Houston St. #137 
Austin, TX 78756 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Norris Coleman 
12922 Avenida Vaquero 
Houston, TX 77077 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Connie Colina 
P. O. Box 161540 
Austin, TX 78716 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Kathleen Colvin 
240 Robin St 
Vidor, TX 77662 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 



participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. Comcast 
should re-allocate monies used to block net neutrality and use them for maintenance of its physical system and 
providing timely help to customer complaints, both of which I have personal knowledge of. 
 
Joe A. Compian 
1020 Duroux Road 
La Marque, TX 77568 
Keep a free flow of information on the Internet! Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer 
communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans have warned would occur without Net Neutrality 
protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent 
other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of discriminating against the free flow of online 
information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic participation and free speech. We simply can't allow 
corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications by discriminating against new technologies, secretly 
interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Robert Compton 
3205 S Glenbrook Dr. 
Garland, TX 75041 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Fran Compton 
2818 Frontier 
Midland, TX 79705 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Joe Compton 
2818 Frontier Dr. 
Midland, TX 79705 
Comcast's blatant and offensive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
SEAN CONNELLY 
3635 ALDERGROVE DR 
SPRING, TX 77388 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
John Connerton 
7617 Belcrest Dr. 
Frisco, TX 75034 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
morgan connery 
18524 NO. Hwy. 281 
Lampasas, TX 76550 



Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
David Cook 
1025 herkimer st 
houston, TX 77008 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Larry Cook 
908 15th St 
Paducah, TX 79248 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Stuart Cook 
200 Sanostee Cove 
AUSTIN, TX 78733 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
David W. and Sara D. Cook Jr. 
18230 Hereford Lane 
Nassau Bay, TX 77058 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Chris Cooper 
1700 Jackson Keller Rd. #2915 
San Antonio, TX 78213 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Michelle Cooper 
2604 Westerland #405 
Houston, TX 77063 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Matthew Corley 
P.O. Box 354 



Powderly, TX 75473 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Josh Cornejo 
1806 Alvy Dr 
La Porte, TX 77571 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Ronald Coupe 
P.O. Box 821043 
Houston, TX 77077 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
paul courry 
19506 Briarsedge Court 
Katy, TX 77449 
Gentlemen, I understand the Internet. I also understand the technical details of what Comcast is trying to do by 
blocking Bit Torrent. Far from being a reasonable network management technique it is nothing more than an attempt to 
quash the use of P2P clients such as Bit Torrent. Since the start of the Internet ISP's have oversold their capacity by a 
factor of ten to one. Now that programs and services are coming online that allow the use of the full capacity of the 
Internet Comcast is trying to renege on their contracts to provide unlimited bandwidth. If this were to happen to say, a 
time share property owned by Jim Baker, a once famous televangelist, you would haul Jim Baker into court and acuse 
him of fraud for overselling his time shares. No less should happen to Comcast. They should be hauled into court and 
put on trial for overselling their bandwidth and then refusing to deliver on their contracts. Comcast's blatant and 
deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans have warned would 
occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an abrupt end to this 
harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of discriminating 
against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic participation and 
free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications by discriminating 
against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Seth Cousins 
14 Purple Martin Place 
The Woodlands, TX 77381 
I urge you to protect and uphold network neutrality. As an employee of a small Internet based company (I speak for 
myself, not them), I am like thousands or tens of thousands of other Americans whose livelihood is directly connected to 
a free and open Internet where innovation is possible. Beyond my own personal interest, the Internet is a vital meeting 
place where ideas are shared and developed. This meeting place is directly threatened when network providers like 
Comcast or AT&T are allowed to shape the traffic that they deliver, giving priority to their own commercial products at 
the expense of competing products or ideas. Comcast's apparent actions at the recent public hearings at Harvard 
University are directly analogous to their attempts to restrict the free flow of ideas. By paying uninterested people to 
occupy seats in the meeting room they prevented genuinely interested citizens from attending (Citizens who just 
happened to disagree with Comcast!). Network providers, just like telecom providers, must be constrained to act as 
neutral conduits of data without prejudice as to the source, destination, or content of the data. Thank you, Seth Cousins 
 
Eric Covington 
7549 Stonebrook Pkwy. 2401 
Frisco, TX 75034 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 



Donell Cox 
301 Benmar Apt 214 
Houston, TX 77060 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Greg Cox 
8215 Glencrest 
Houston, TX 77061 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Paula Cox 
2227 Turf Club Drive 
Arlington, TX 76017 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Susan Craft-Rendon 
5311 Leeland 
Houston, TX 80310 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Jim Crain 
2611 Sun Cove Ln 
Pearland, TX 77584 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
rick cramer 
4205 dover court 
granbury, TX 76049 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Kenn Croisant 
PO box 2031 
Lapore, TX 77572 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 



 
Winston Crowder 
7513 Middlewood St 
Houston, TX 77063 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. For a public 
hearing, the public should be admitted, not people hired by Comcast to fill up the seats so the public cannot attend. 
This in and of itself should be sufficient for you to rule against Comcast. Let's play fair on a level playing field. 
 
Barbara Crowley 
3306 Country Meadows Court 
Pearland, TX 77584 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Nicholas Crown 
402 South Gadwall Lane 
CEDAR PARK, TX 78613 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
David Crowson 
PO Box 12687 
San Antonio, TX 78006 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Joe Cruz 
P O Box 941811 
Houston, TX 77094 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Rodney Cruz 
1925 Cliffrose Dr 
Little Elm, TX 75068 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Gary Culpepper 
3905 Idlewild Road 
Austin, TX 78731 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 



discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
KC Curry 
7202 W Sun Lane 
San Angelo, TX 76901 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
James Curry 
1647 Rutland Drive 
Austin, TX 78758 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Michael Czarnecki 
3522 Mccormick 
San Antonio, TX 78247 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Marcus Dalhover 
5412 Bay Dr 
Temple, TX 76502 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Philip Dan 
3541 Revere St 
Haltom City, TX 76117 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Wayne Daniel 
200 Wallington Drive 
El Paso, TX 79902 
What does Comcast think they are doing? It seems they are trying to block the free flow of information on the Internet. 
The FCC must take serious and immediate action to prevent Internet service providers from doing this sort of thing. 
Thank you very much. 
 
Jason Daniels 
1602 Corona Drive 
Austin, TX 78723 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 



participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
K DANOWSKI 
9254 FOREST 1104 
DALLAS, TX 75243 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Paul Dartez 
11412 Gunfight Lane 
Austin, TX 78748 
I feel Comcast and any other company that has hearings about them should be barred from taking space from the 
publica at hearings. The public has a right to be heard and then the company can be heard. Also, Comcast's blatant and 
deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans have warned would 
occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an abrupt end to this 
harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of discriminating 
against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic participation and 
free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications by discriminating 
against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Paul Dartez 
11412 Gunfight Lane 
Austin, TX 78748 
I feel Comcast and any other company that has hearings about them should be barred from taking space from the 
publica at hearings. The public has a right to be heard and then the company can be heard. Comcast's blatant and 
deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans have warned would 
occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an abrupt end to this 
harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of discriminating 
against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic participation and 
free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications by discriminating 
against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Angela Davenport 
7318 La Vista 
DALLAS, TX 75214 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Megan Davies 
2901 Barton Skyway #2009 
Austin, TX 78723 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Ken Davis 
6122 Homestead Court 
Seminole`, TX 79360 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Bruce Davis 
17206 Northbridge Ct 



Sping, TX 77379 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Sandra Davis 
1026 Clayton Ln. Apt 3409 
Austin, TX 78723 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Dorothy Davis 
5227 Mercedes Ave 
Dallas, TX 75206 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Alejandro de la Torre 
13702 Red Coral Court 
Houston, TX 77059 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Mike Dearen 
26627 Surrey Park Lane 
Katy, TX 77494 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Marjorie Dearmont 
101 Oak Crest Dr 
Bertram, TX 78605 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Mason Deaver 
8 Rainforest Circle 
Allen, TX 75013 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Alexander DeCicco 



1300 Gatewood Drive 
Denton, TX 76205 
The Internet, like the airwaves, belongs to the public, not to Comcast. Interfering with the free flow of communication is 
intolerable. Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of 
Americans have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate 
action to put an abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following 
Comcast's example of discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for 
economic growth, civic participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these 
democratic communications by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and 
stifling innovation. 
 
Jason DeFord 
4707 Wynnview Dr. 
Friendswood, TX 77546 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Hector Delgado 
2303 w Mosley loop 
Alpine, TX 79830 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Ira Dember 
2144 Colquitt St 
Houston, TX 77098 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Thomas DeMore 
8404 Slant Oak Dr 
Austin, TX 78729 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Versal DeMoss 
16214 Parkway Drive 
Pflugerville, TX 78/66 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
R Deutsch 
1130 A Reagan Terrace 
Austin, TX 78704 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 



 
Chris DeVries 
2605 Loyola Ln. 
Austin, TX 78723 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Judith Dines 
415 E. 23rd St. 
Houston, TX 77008 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Vinita Dobson 
2708 Buffalo Drive 
Arlington, TX 76013 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Avram Dodson 
2936 Barton Skyway #405 
Austin, TX 78702 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Francisco Dominguez 
2700 Richmond Ave 
El Paso, TX 79930 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
pat doran 
16615 Ivy Grove 
houston, TX 77058 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Vicky Doss 
2908 S. Congress 
Austin, TX 78704 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 



participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Jeffrey Doss 
3600 Alma Rd. 
Richardson, TX 75080 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Sterly Dossmann 
5810 Gillis Drive 
San Antonio, TX 78240 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Lisha Doucet 
5135 Kingfisher Dr 
Houston, TX 77035 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Sandra Douglass 
230 Butler Ln. 
Crawford, TX 76638 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Geoffrey Dowdey 
3846 crest cove circle 
dallas, TX 75244 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Christopher Dowling 
4009 Highland Dr 
Austin, TX 78734 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Virginia Downs 
3701 - 40th Street 
Lubbock, TX 79413 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 



discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Marc Doyle 
2405 Comburg Castle Way 
Austin, TX 78748 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Jeff Dravis 
4133 Tennyson 
Houston, TX 77005 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Chris Dubay 
5500 MLK Pwky. 
Beaumont, TX 77710 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Pierre DuCros 
P. O. Box 42435 
Houston, TX 77242 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Tim Duda 
340 Queen Anne Court 
San Antonio, TX 78209 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Lanny Dumbauld 
5933 Birdwood 
Houston, TX 77074 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Jay Duncan 
7600 Waterside Place 
Denton, TX 76210 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 



abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Jimmy Dunn 
1608 Juanita Ave 
San Angelo, TX 76901 
Never, allow corporations or government institutions to block internet freedoms from the free citizens of the world. 
JD........ Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of 
Americans have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate 
action to put an abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following 
Comcast's example of discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for 
economic growth, civic participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these 
democratic communications by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and 
stifling innovation. 
 
Dan Duque 
10544 Brisbane 
El Paso, TX 79924 
NO ONE SHOULD CONTROL THE INTERNET> THEY WILL NOT BE ABLE TO MAKE IT MORE FREE< EFFICIENT< SECURE< 
or MORE POWERFUL. The tools at our disposal should not be given to tools who try to ploy these dirty tricks to clear a 
path for their selfish greed. FINE COMCAST for each proven paid blockage of free speech under CONTEMPT for court. 
FINE THEM AS IT's the only language they can understand. Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer 
communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans have warned would occur without Net Neutrality 
protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent 
other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of discriminating against the free flow of online 
information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic participation and free speech. We simply can't allow 
corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications by discriminating against new technologies, secretly 
interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
james Earl 
1112 chestnut ridge drive 
kingwood, TX 77339 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Irvin A. Ebaugh, Jr., MD 
PO Box 802304 
Dallas, TX 75380 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
martha eberle 
po box 1195 
dripping Springs, TX 78620 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
David S. Edinger 
13614 Maxwell Rd. 
Cypress, TX 77429 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 



 
Adele Edisen 
P.O. Box 690111 
San Antonio, TX 78269 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Dillon Edmondson 
2400 Waterview Pkwy 
Richardson, TX 75080 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
travis Eidson 
512 Seminole 
Kemah, TX 77565 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Emily Eikner-Austin 
P O Box 192 
Honey Grove, TX 75446 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Jose Elizondo 
515 1st Street 
Galveston, TX 77550 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Charles Elwonger 
1621 Fair Ct 
Irving, TX 75060 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Kelly Epstein 
kepstein1@earthlink.net 
Spring, TX 77379 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 



participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Jesse Esparza 
1042 E NE Loop 323 
Tyler, TX 75708 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Rogelio Esparza 
654 McCall Street 
Corpus Christi, TX 78404 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Kris Estep 
6819 Rochelle 
Amarillo, TX 79109 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Eric Estlund 
13210 Kenswick Dr. 
Austin, TX 78753 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Will Evans 
1310 Richcreek Rd. 
Austin, TX 78757 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Pam Evans 
PO Box 644 
Kemp, TX 75143 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Doug Evans 
1207 Meadow Creek Dr, apt 1207A 
Irving, TX 75038 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 



discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Marcia Evers 
2200 Robinhood Trail 
Austin, TX 78703 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
David Fagan 
3114 Brookhollow Drive 
Deer Park, TX 77536 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Roberto Fagundo 
8218 Bo Jack Drive 
Houston, TX 77040 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
EDMUND FAIRLEY 
PO BOX 887 
VAN ALSTYNE, TX 75495 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Linda Farin 
119 Lower Wood Ln 
Bastrop, TX 78602 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Reginald Farrell 
25643 Chestnut Ln 
Splendora, TX 77372 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
keith farrell 
8011 n new braunfels 
san antonio, TX 78209 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 



abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Joyce Felter 
419 Parland 
San Antonio, TX 78209 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Nephi Ferguson 
5912 Luna St. 
Houston, TX 77076 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Sarah Fernandezlopez 
2902 Springdale Ct 
Pearland, TX 77584 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Ed Fiedler 
12325 Limerick Ave 
Austin, TX 78758 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Mary Finch 
2700 Waterview Parkway 
Richardson, TX 75080 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Jeffrey Fincher 
2906 Forest Point Drive 
Arlington, TX 76006 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Kirby Fine 
5204 Fieldwood Dr. 
Houston, TX 77056 



Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
David Finkelstein 
3608 Julia Lane 
Killeen, TX 76542 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Elaine Fischer 
2710 L Holly Hall 
Houston, TX 77054 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Elaine Fischer 
2710 L Holly Hall 
Houston, TX 77054 
It is un-American to restrict freedom of the press or freedom of assembly - even if those freedoms are online! 
 
Clarence Fisher 
2013 Mistletoe Dr. 
Richardson, TX 75081 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Melissa Fisher 
14123 Cindywood Circle 
Houston, TX 77079 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Nancy Fitzgerald 
1605 Travis Heights Blvd. 
Austin, TX 78704 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Kenneth Fitzgerald 
212 Cedar Ridge 
Wylie, TX 75098 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 



participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Michael Fleming 
1903 Colquitt St Apt 16C 
Houston, TX 77098 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. As a comcast 
subscriber, I find their actions to be totally unacceptable! 
 
Marion Flores 
4218 Fairfax 
Dallas, TX 75205 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Charlotte Flynn 
7710 West Rim Dr. 
Austin, TX 78731 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Robert Flynn 
101 Cliffside 
San Antonio, TX 78231 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. Help return 
this beloved country to one of law and honor. 
 
Virginia Foley 
7607 Oak Hedge Place 
Austin, TX 78745 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Rick Foote 
600 Lakeshore Blvd 
Oak Point, TX 75068 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Mark Forbes 
12318 perthshire rd 
houston, TX 77024 



Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Gabe Forray 
PO Box 261119 
Plano, TX 75026 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Dennis Fouridis 
P.O.BOX 10 
Channelview, TX 77530 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation.Unless I woke 
up in Russia this morning that should never happen in our homeland,the US of A. Send Comcast a copy of our 
constitution and then fine them for violating our rights.Shut them down, if that is what it takes till they comply with the 
law and our rights under the constitution. We are not in a need of a net nanny. 
 
Travis Fox 
5115 Gladside Dr 
Katy, TX 77449 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Leslie Fox 
3883 Turtle Creek Blvd 
Dallas, TX 75219 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Sharalyn Francia 
710 N 46th Street 
Killeen, TX 76543 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Phil Frank 
550 Post Oak 
Houston, TX 77027 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. Please ensure 



that your actions are made in and along the lines of actions that are for the good of the people, not for the 
advancement of a corporate agenda. 
 
Justin Franke 
11915 stonehollow dr 
Austin, TX 78758 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Alan Franklin 
4300 Bay Area Blvd 
Clear Lake City, TX 77058 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. These companies are not paid to interfere in transactions 
between Internet users. They are paid to provide a service--period. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to 
put an abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's 
example of discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, 
civic participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic 
communications by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling 
innovation. 
 
shirley frederickson 
1012 meadowbrook drive 
portland, TX 78374 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Gordon Freeman 
9999 Kempwood 
Houston, TX 77080 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Michele Freemon 
3707 Manchaca Rd 
Austin, TX 78704 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
roy friddell 
Roy Friddell 
conroe, TX 77301 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. stop all 
would-be Internet gatekeepers 
 
Nancy Friedberger 
3408 Rice Blvd 
Houston, TX 77005 



Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. Sincerely, 
Nancy Friedberger 
 
Ryan Friedman 
11500 N. Mopac Expwy 
Austin, TX 78759 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
John Fritz 
2646 Sable Ridge Lane 
Katy, TX 77494 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Emmanuel Fuentes 
5210 Avenue Q 
Galveston, TX 77551 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Ira Fuller 
304 Vally Forge Ln 
Arlington, TX 76002 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Paul Fuller 
4024 Laurel Dr. 
Abilene, TX 79603 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Susan Fulton 
9222 Benning Dr 
Houston, TX 77031 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Tim Fulton 



2004 Washington Irving Dr 
Pearland, TX 77581 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Madalyn Fuqua 
703 Wilbanks Dr. 
Spearman, TX 79081 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Sandra Furlong 
2330 Austin Hwy., 
San Antonio, TX 78218 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. Thank you. 
 
Matt Furlong 
17 Cedar Lawn North 
Galveston, TX 77551 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
j g 
800 
s, TX 75092 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Forrest Gabitsch 
7577 Old Corpus Christi Highway 
San Antonio, TX 78223 
First Comcast blocked competing technology from their web service. Now, they have blatantly blocked actual human 
beings from taking a stand, paying people to sit in (and sleep) during the FCC's hearings. This is what happens in a 
country with no protection of free speech on the Internet. That's what Net Neutrality is about, by the way: free speech. 
This is a First Amendment issue. Comcast, AT&T, Verizon, and the rest of the pack are out to preserve profit, founding 
fathers be damned. Don't let them - any of them - get away with this. New ideas must emerge in this marketplace. 
Comcast and the other telecoms are trying to stifle these ideas. The future of free expression is too important to hand it 
over to those whose primary motive is to preserve profit. 
 
Gabe Gabriel 
83 La Prada dr. 
Dallas, TX 75228 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 



 
James Gage 
8706 Lazybrook 
LaPorte, TX 77571 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Jesse Galvan 
1906 Texas Avenue 
San Antonio, TX 78228 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Rachel Galvan 
P.O. Box 33 
Quemado, TX 78877 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Adriana Garcia 
506 Roper St 
Houston, TX 77034 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Lino Garcia 
13039 Dogwood Blossom Trl. 
Houston, TX 77065 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
ferdinando garcia 
4318 phyllis lane 
edinburg, TX 78539 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Gilbert Garcia 
11433 Chickasaw Dr. 
El Paso, TX 79936 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 



by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. Please pay 
attention to this outright act of dishonesty! Sincerely, Gilbert Garcia 
 
gretchen gardner 
1909 south 5th 
austin, TX 78704 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Randy Gardner 
RR4 Box 468A 
Hemphill, TX 75948 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Suzy Garland 
900 Westwood Dr #102 
Round Rock, TX 78681 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
John Garner 
3304 Avon 
Denton, TX 76209 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Justin Garrett 
4830 curtis clark 
corpus christi, TX 78411 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Dave Garrett 
409 Hunters Ridge Circle 
Coppell, TX 75019 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
donna garrison 
22658 Felicia Drive 
Briarcliff, TX 78669 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 



discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
James Garza 
7409 Marcell 
Austin, TX 78752 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Lyle Gaulding 
6950 Willis Lane 
Beaumont, TX 77708 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Taylor Gauthier 
3705 Meadow Run 
The Colony, TX 75056 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Michael Gawdun 
16431 Old Stable Road 
San Antonio, TX 78247 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must put an end to this harmful practice and 
prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of discriminating against the free flow of 
online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic participation and free speech. We simply 
can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications by discriminating against new 
technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Richard Gay 
6636 W William Cannon Dr 
Austin, TX 78735 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Sue Geiger 
P O Box 114 
Honey Grove, TX 75446 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Eric Geswender 
714 12th Avenue N 
Texas City, TX 77590 
The public hearings should be a realistic representation of people's concerns. Please stop Comcast from silencing our 
voices. Net neutrality is one of the most important issues dealing with the foundation of the next century. Thank You 



 
William Ghozali 
4076 Belle Park 
Houston, TX 77072 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Andrea Gibbons 
4216 Glenwood Avenue 
Dallas, TX 75205 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Betty Gibbs 
5106 El Rancho Ct 
Arlington, TX 76017 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Jeremy Gilbert 
7230 W 34th Apt 604 
Amarillo, TX 79109 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Al Giles 
8503 Forest Heights Lane 
Austin, TX 78749 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Sharon Gillespie 
1103 Enfield 
Austin, TX 78703 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Joseph Gilliland 
4602 Yellow Rose Tr. 
Austin, TX 78749 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 



participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Doyal Gipe 
POBOX 6492 
Longview, TX 75608 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
James Glass 
1744 Norfolk St. 
Houston, TX 77098 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
James Glass 
1744 Norfolk St. 
Houston, TX 77098 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. Further, 
Comcast's paying people to pack the hearing room so that citizens with legtimate complaints can't be heard and 
considered by the Commission, is more proof that they're guilty as charged. Comcast must be stopped, and stopped 
immediately. Recognizing and exposing their underhanded tactics is the right first step. Putting Comcast in its place 
should be step number two. 
 
sandi glorfield 
3203 rustling moss dr 
houston, TX 77068 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Michael Gnagy 
21 Rippling Creek Dr. 
Sugar Land, TX 77479 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
sheree gomez 
111 s. brownell 
la porte, TX 77571 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
ro gonzalez 
939 crestbrook 



houston, TX 77038 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Frank Gonzalez 
2413 McFarland 
Caddo Mills, TX 75135 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Allen Gooch 
2408 Drifting Leaf Drive 
Cedar Park, TX 78613 
As an IT professional in the field of networking, Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer 
communications is extremely disturbing. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an abrupt end to this 
harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of discriminating 
against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic participation and 
free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications by discriminating 
against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Glenda Good 
22875 Walnut Dr 
Porter, TX 77365 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Sebastian Good 
610 E 7th 1/2 St 
Houston, TX 77007 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Heidi Good 
3018 N Blue Meadow Circle 
Sugar Land, TX 77479 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Beth Goodner 
2314 Lazybrook Drive 
Houston, TX 77008 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Kathy Goodwin 



1707 Giles Street 
Austin, TX 78722 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Steven Gorman 
404 Rio Grande ST APT 402 
Austin, TX 78701 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Betsy and Suzanne Gorry 
704 Essex Place 
Euless, TX 76039 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Fred Gosling 
60 Langham Road 
Beaumont, TX 77707 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Tyler Goulet 
11020 Huebner Oaks 
San Antonio, TX 78230 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Jessica Goulet 
11020 Huebner Oaks #1921 
San Antonio, TX 78230 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Justin Grace 
7101 Chase Oaks Blvd, apt 1415 
Plano, TX 75025 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 



Kris Graham 
2639 Palo Pinto Drive 
Houston, TX 77080 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Morton Graham 
808 Stonetrail Dr 
Plano, TX 75023 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Matt Graham 
104 Seford Dr 
San Antonio, TX 78209 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
bubba grahmann 
6081 fm 1781 
rockport, TX 78382 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. Leroy J 
Grahmann Jr. 
 
Leroy Grahmann 
1045 w wheeler 
aransas pass, TX 78336 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
James M. Grant 
POB 57 
Bartkett, TX 76511 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Shirley Graves 
P.O. Box 4014 
Amarillo, TX 79116 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 



 
Jewel Gray 
412 Vince St. 
Pasadena, TX 77506 
To me this is like the Revolutionary War that our young nation fought to establish our freedoms. Freedom from England 
and King George. The fight for freedom is never really won. Freedom must be fought for everyday. If not snake oil 
salesmen and carpetbaggers will snatch it up in their slimy, greedy little hands. Now we fight for our online freedom. 
Freedom from big media companies and boy George's GOP stacked FCC. They wait for our inaction to do their dirty 
deeds. We must be vigilant and assertive whenever we see fascism rear it's ugly head. Comcast's blatant and deceptive 
blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans have warned would occur without 
Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an abrupt end to this harmful 
practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of discriminating against the free 
flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic participation and free speech. We 
simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications by discriminating against new 
technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. Thank you for your time, Jewel Gray 
 
Russell Greco 
512 Thornton Ct 
College Station, TX 77840 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Bret Greebon 
4014 Easton Bend Ct. 
Sugar Land, TX 77479 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Michael Greene 
2415 West Slaughter Ln., 
Austin, TX 78748 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. Our 
problems have been with AT&T who has now hooked-up with Time/Warner Cable, the only Internet Service available 
here in Austin, Texas. Although I'm sure that all of the city council members here are getting free or discounted Internet 
and cable services the rest of us have to pay the exorbitant rates and now they are requiring new subscribers to purchase 
the service in 'bundles'. We thought that we could save on our land-line by subscribing to Earthlink International's VOIP 
service but three weeks after getting it, AT&T sped-up the phone signal rate and although we were able understand 
incoming calls completely, they could only understand 1/3 of our communication to them. More 'shady' non- 
competitive practices! We had to cancel the VOIP service after two months of not being able to use our land-line. Mike 
Greene, Austin, Texas 
 
Ron Griffin 
6701 pont express 
Arlington, TX 76002 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Matthew Griffith 
7912 Keneshaw Dr. 
Austin, TX 78745 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 



discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Mary Grimaldo 
717 Park Forest 
Garland, TX 75042 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Michael Grish 
7502 Northcrest Blvd. 
Austin, TX 78752 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take substantial and immediate action to 
put an abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's 
example of discriminating against the free flow of online information. The FCC must uphold Net Neutrality where the 
private sector will not. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic participation and free speech. We simply 
can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications by discriminating against new 
technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Michael Grish 
7502 Northcrest Blvd. 
Austin, TX 78752 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. Recent news of Comcast's packing of an FCC hearing in 
Boston with uninterested "seat-fillers" to prevent interested parties from voicing their opinions is disturbing, and must 
not be allowed to stand. This tactic is evidence that Comcast knows it's intentions go against the will of Americans. The 
FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet 
service providers from following Comcast's example of discriminating against the free flow of online information. The 
Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate 
gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering 
with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
joanne groshardt 
302 trailridge dr 
richardson, TX 75081 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Don Gross 
191 Old Perrin Road 
Sherman, TX 75092 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Steve Grove 
1110 Brookhollow Dr 
Deer Park, TX 77536 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Maurice Guertin 



7303 Revelwood Dr. 
Magnolia, TX 77354 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Jeff Guidry 
1003 Justin Lane 
Austin, TX 78757 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Jeff Guidry 
1003 Justin Lane 
Austin, TX 78628 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Nathan Guinle 
5717 Malarkey Road 
Del Valle, TX 78617 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Edward Gumnick 
6319 Cindy Ln. 
Houston, TX 77008 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Monoj Gupta 
9 Lundy's Lane 
Richardson, TX 75080 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Priscilla Gwilt 
101 Yucca Dr. 
Clyde, TX 79510 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 



Joyce Haftings 
9920 Westview Drive 
Houston, TX 77055 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Todd Hahn 
1507 Riverbend Crossing 
Sugar Land, TX 77478 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. I'm concerned about what kind of censorship will arise out of 
Comcast's precedent. We either set up a bureaucracy to determine what kind of censorship is allowed and monitor that 
censorship, or we disallow selective blocking of internet communications. The Internet is a vital engine for economic 
growth, civic participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic 
communications by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling 
innovation. 
 
Tami Halcomb 
15503 Pescado Circle 
Austin, TX 78734 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Bruce Haldane 
22128 Briarcliff Dr. 
Spicewood, TX 78669 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Sarah Haley 
1209 West 22 1/2 St 
Austin, TX 78705 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Michele Hallahan 
PO Box 7729 
Austin, TX 78713 
whatever happened to the "land of the Free"...? Our forefathers are no doubt turning in their graves as we speak...you 
have a choice - to take the USA off this path to market-dominated communism or return us to the path of democracy by 
the people, for the people. Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the 
problem millions of Americans have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious 
and immediate action to put an abrupt end to this unfair practice and prevent other Internet service providers from 
following Comcast's example of discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine 
for economic growth, civic participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these 
democratic communications by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and 
stifling innovation. 
 
Mary Halligan 
16610 White Star Drive 
Houston, TX 77062 



Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Captain Donsld D. Halpenny, Retired 
13359 Friendship Road 
Pilot Point, TX 76258 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Jeffrey Hamby 
2000 Northampton 
Conroe, TX 77303 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Ron Hamilton 
1029 Shady Oaks Dr. 
Southlake, TX 76092 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
linda hamilton 
1422 libra st 
mission, TX 78572 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
William Hamlin 
3901 Sleeper Ave 
Waco, TX 76707 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
mike hammer 
5814 Eldridge Glen 
Houston, TX 77041 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Dorcas Hand 
1011 Bay Oaks Rd 



Houston, TX 77008 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Alex Haney 
7722 Elkhorn Mountain Trail 
Austin, TX 78729 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
James Hanlin 
600 Travis, Suite 1200 
Houston, TX 77002 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Yvonne Hansen 
6206 Hillston Dr 
Austin, TX 78745 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Jeff Harper 
12770 Alfa Romeo Way 
Frisco, TX 75034 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Gary Wood Harper 
2212 Pomona Dr. 
Pasadena, TX 77506 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. What's next? AOL slows traffic to Democrat or Progressive 
web sites, while allowing a free flow to Republican sites? Verizon shuts off access to "Protest" or "Anti-War" sites? The 
FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet 
service providers from following Comcast's example of discriminating against the free flow of online information. The 
Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate 
gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering 
with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. Without Net Neutrality, the door is open for Corporate Censorship. That 
door must be closed. 
 
Robert Harper 
PO Box 192282 
Dallas, TX 75219 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 



 
Mike Harrell 
1222 Algarita Ave #345 
Austin, TX 78704 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
mike harris 
8246 summer side drive 
austin, TX 78759 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Virginia Harris 
3518 Lake Tahoe Dr. 
Arlington, TX 76016 
Why on earth would the FCC not be the first to jump to the forefront in protecting net neutrality for our citizens? It 
leaves us to wonder if the FCC is working in citizen interests or the interests of those determined to capitalize 
(corporations)on the free flow of online information. Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer 
communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans have warned would occur without Net Neutrality 
protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent 
other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of discriminating against the free flow of online 
information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic participation and free speech. We simply can't allow 
corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications by discriminating against new technologies, secretly 
interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Brenda Harrison 
P. O. Box 395 
Hunt, TX 78024 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Donald Harrison 
2525 Preston Rd. 
Plano, TX 75093 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Kelly Hart 
611 Stonefield Ln 
Cedar Hill, TX 75104 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Jeremy Hart 
5661 Flack Dr. 
Houston, TX 77081 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 



abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Merlyn Hartman 
504 Berkshire Lane 
Victoria, TX 77904 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Alec Haslam 
1424 23rd St 
Galveston, TX 77550 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Cody Hatcher 
7039 Windy Pines Dr. 
Spring, TX 77379 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Christopher Hathaway 
814 Wild Horse Valley Rd 
Katy, TX 77450 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Steve Hatherley 
26001 Budde Rd 
Spring, TX 77380 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Jason Hausback 
2815 N. Bell Ave. 
Denton, TX 76209 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
William Hauser 
29907 S. Legends Village Cir 
Spring, TX 77386 



Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Beky Hayes 
1411 Walnut Ave 
Austin, TX 78702 
Cable & network TV are already selling us fifty flavors of crap. We must keep the internet free of any form of censorship. 
Let people communicate. Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the 
problem millions of Americans have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious 
and immediate action to put an abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from 
following Comcast's example of discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine 
for economic growth, civic participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these 
democratic communications by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and 
stifling innovation. 
 
Janie Hayes 
secondlighthouse@yahoo.com 
Austin, TX 78734 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
John Hays 
3724 Ella Blvd 
Houston, TX 77018 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Tim Hayward 
749 Worthshire 
Houston, TX 77008 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. I also believe 
selling "internet access" or "internet service" is deceptive as they are only selling their limited and censored version of the 
internet. I believe the FTC should also take action on this deceptive tactic. 
 
Tim Hayward 
749 Worthshire 
Houston, TX 77008 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. I also believe 
selling "internet access" or "internet service" is deceptive as they are only selling their limited and censored version of the 
internet. I believe the FTC should also take action on this deceptive tactic. While the free market would resolve these 
issues protectionism, in the form of cable monopolies, as well as excluding others from access to the poles and wires 
prevents self-resolution. Ideally the cables would be open for access just as the phone wires are now. America could really 
use a digital infrastructure, short of that fair access would be desireable. 
 
Christopher Head 
9339 San Fernando Way 
Dallas, TX 75218 



Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Jennifer Hecker 
4503 Glomar Avenue 
Austin, TX 78721 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Charles Hedges 
2106 Wydewood 
Midland, TX 79707 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Sandra Heggen 
1571 CR 4953 
Kempner, TX 76539 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Charles Heineke 
thedoor@thedoorway.org 
Bonham, TX 75418 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. Not in Our 
Name any more! It's time reclaim the America that Americans used to believe in! 
 
Bryan Helm 
7149 Wind Chime Drive 
Fort Worth, TX 76133 
The temptation for the companies that provide the infrastructure that supports a free and open internet to exploit that 
infrastructure to their own advantage is so great that only regulation by a public agency like the FCC can prevent them 
from doing so, for the benefit of all citizens, as we do for other public infrastructure controlled by companies, such as 
electric grids and phone lines. Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the 
problem millions of Americans have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious 
and immediate action to put an abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from 
following Comcast's example of discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine 
for economic growth, civic participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these 
democratic communications by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and 
stifling innovation. Bryan 
 
Richard Helmling 
1341 John Ring Ln. 
El Paso, TX 79936 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 



participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Nan Henderson 
3102 San Sebastian Dr 
Carrollton, TX 75006 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Charles Henderson 
1325 Timber Creek Dr 
Weatherford, TX 76086 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Nancy Henninger 
15810 Echo Hill Drive 
Houston, TX 77059 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Judith Henningsen 
9 Lakeview Village 
Montgomery, TX 77356 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Alex Henri 
6633 Mercer 
Houston, TX 77005 
I'm a citizen of Houston, Texas, and I want the FCC to keep the internet NEUTRAL. By this I mean that I stand against 
the privatization of bandwidth distribution. Thank you. 
 
Richard Henry 
2100 Grayson Dr 
Grapevine, TX 76051 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Edward Henry 
5814 Bayside Drive 
Fort Worth, TX 76132 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 



Brian Henry 
30607 E. Geneva 
SPRING, TX 77386 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
ross henry 
2417 jamestown mall 
houston, TX 77057 
COME ON THIS IS LOOKING VERY ONE SIDED. IF NESSECARY GET A BIGGER HALL. REALIZE THAT YOUR MANDATE IS 
FOR THE PROTECTION OF THE AMERICAN CITIZENS. Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer 
communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans have warned would occur without Net Neutrality 
protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent 
other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of discriminating against the free flow of online 
information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic participation and free speech. We simply can't allow 
corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications by discriminating against new technologies, secretly 
interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Donald Henson 
6508 Pino Real Dr 
El Paso, TX 79912 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Nicholas Hentschel 
3703 Harmon Avenue, #201 
Austin, TX 78705 
Comcast's brazen, yet underhanded blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of 
Americans have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. (And it's no honest disagreement: they know 
they're playing dirty, because when we demand meetings to voice our opinion, they pay shills to pack the seats, so that 
we won't get in, and let them sleep through the meeting!) The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Ron Hepler 
3632 Hawk Ridge St 
Round Rock, TX 78664 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Ann Herbage 
1520 Center St. 
Houston, TX 77007 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Joseph Herda 
2121 Dickson Dr 
Austin, TX 78704 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 



discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Matthew Herrera 
206 Brentwood Dr 
Leander, TX 78641 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Tim Hervey 
416 Cincinnati Ave. 
El Paso, TX 79902 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. Thank you 
for your attention. Sincerly, Tim Hervey 
 
Tom Higley 
3812 Paramount Blvd 
Amarillo, TX 79109 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. As a 
Republican I must say this type of action will make it easy for me to switch and become a Democrat in the fall. 
 
Mortimer Hill 
1108 Mariposa Drive 
Austin, TX 78704 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications by 
discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Diana Hill 
5822 Green Falls dr 
Houston, TX 77088 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Diana Hill 
5822 Green Falls 
Houston, TX 77088 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Zachary Hillyard 
2180 West Hillyard Road 
Moody, TX 76557 



Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Mike Hobson 
4308 Hookbilled Kite 
Austin, TX 78738 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Kimberly Hoffman 
2810 Salado St. Apt. 207 
Austin, TX 78705 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Chapman Holbrook 
2040 Branard Street 
Houston, TX 77098 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
George Holcombe 
14900 Yellowleaf Trail 
Austin, TX 78728 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Anne Holder 
504 Marthmont Way 
El Paso, TX 79912 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Anne Holder 
504 Marthmont Way 
El Paso, TX 79912 
Comcast's bold, deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is precisely the problem millions of Americans 
warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. It's imperative that the FCC take serious action immediately to 
end this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following suit, discriminating against the free 
flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic participation, free speech. Corporate 
gatekeepers have no place smothering these democratic communications by discriminating against new technologies, 
secretly interfering with Internet traffic, and stifling innovation. It is an old timey trafficking that should have died long 
ago. 
 
Patricia Holladay 



3224 Newhaven Drive 
Highland Village, TX 75077 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Peter Holterhoff 
602 North 8th Street 
Wolfforth, TX 79832 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Wayne Holton 
611 93rd 
Houston, TX 77012 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. A personal 
word- Please don't let corporate interests govern our country. This is an absolutely vile trend that will eventually ruin 
this country. If it hasn't already. I know you politicians often act and vote like ATT or Shell Oil or whatever corporation 
elected you, and it was their votes that got you in, but in fact they only paid to get you in. You're not supposed to act 
like they have your minds and you're only a robot. I see so much mindless loyalty to different interests that's totally at 
the expense of the voters and taxpayers. STOP IT!!! 
 
Jon Horry 
3512 university ave 
Wichita Falls, TX 940 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. As an adult, I 
feel that I am fully responsible for all my online interactions, and as such I have absolutely zero need for censorship of 
any kind. 
 
Randy House 
13412 Saddleback Pass 
Austin, TX 78738 
This is not only crazy, it's criminal. Comcast should be publicly reprimanded and heavily fined for stacking an FCC hearing 
with paid seat-fillers while interested parties were left out, literally, in the cold. I urge the FCC to stop Comcast from web 
blocking. The Internet is for everyone. 
 
David Howarth 
1213 Westglen Dr 
Sachse, TX 75048 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. Please 
consider this action of comcast to be a blow to freedom of speech and a blow to democracy. Thank you 
 
Chih-Hao Huang 
1006 Greek Row Dr. Apt. 229 
Arlington, TX 76013 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 



discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. Sincerely. 
 
Grant Hudson 
3511B Southridge 
Austin, TX 78704 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
richard hudspeth 
2610 dedman st 
pasadena, TX 77503 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
David P. Huff 
4813 Tory Hill Ct. 
Plano, TX 75024 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Shannon Huggins 
5415 Avenue G 
Austin, TX 78751 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Ken Hughes 
4398 Old Denton Hwy 
Decatur, TX 76234 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Robert Hughlette 
11503 Whisper Ledge 
San Antonio, TX 78230 
Come on people. At least make an effort to have the hearings appear fair and balanced. Let everybody have a place at 
the table then you can rule three to two in favor of Comcast. Thanks for the hearings 
 
David Huling 
706 Glynn Oaks 
Arlington, TX 76010 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 



 
Werner Humann 
3801 Ruth Rd. 
Richland Hills, TX 76118 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Brian Humphrey 
2500 University Ave 
Austin, TX 78705 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
aurora HUNTER 
15711 SANDY HILL 
HOUSTON, TX 77084 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Lisa Hutchinson 
705 Delwood Dr. 
Longview, TX 75605 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Martha Hyde 
1803 8th Ave 
Canyon, TX 79015 
It is time to preserve Net Neutrality to encourage the incredible business start-ups that have resulted from this principle 
up to now. We do not need to limit net traffic to only a few companies. Lost of money can be made by all on the 
internet. We should not limit that opportunity to a few ISPs. Opening the door to censorship by these companies 
presents a huge block to free speech and a thriving capitalism. Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer 
communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans have warned would occur without Net Neutrality 
protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent 
other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of discriminating against the free flow of online 
information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic participation and free speech. We simply can't allow 
corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications by discriminating against new technologies, secretly 
interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Ziggy Iglewski 
2465 Stonegate 
Bedford, TX 76022 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Gene Imhoff 
12920 emu lane 
north zulch, TX 77872 



Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Colin Ingarfield 
3110 King St 
Austin, TX 78705 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Linda Iovino 
51 Heartridge Court 
The Woodlands, TX 77382 
Special Interests, such as Comcast, must be held in check for our democracy to work. We our losing the American Dream 
and embracing corporate capitalism. 
 
Lisa C. Irene 
904 N. Orange 
Fredericksburg, TX 78624 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Terry Irwin 
12701 Tantara Dr 
Austin, TX 78729 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Charles Irwin 
713 Kinney Ave 
Austin, TX 78704 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Lionel Issen 
5910 Wigton Dr. 
Houston, TX 77096 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. An open 
internet strengthens our democratic and republican institutions. This is one of the few institutions where anyone can get 
an audience and information quickly and cheaply. 
 
Farooq Jabbar 
9605 Southern Hills Dr 
Plano, TX 75025 



Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Joseph Jabbour 
3403 lakeridge area dr 
houston, TX 77479 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Jan Jackson 
1201 Alpine Trail 
San Marcos, TX 78666 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Thomas Jackson 
1000 San Marcos Street 
Austin, TX 78702 
I am extremely displeased and upset with Comcast's recent actions regarding blocking certain internet traffic to their 
customers. This is exactly the problem millions of Americans have warned would occur without Net Neutrality 
protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent 
other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of discriminating against the free flow of online 
information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic participation and free speech. We simply can't allow 
corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications by discriminating against new technologies, secretly 
interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Ed Jackson 
11626 Sagepark Ln 
Houston, TX 77089 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. Thank you 
for keeping the Internet as is. 
 
James Jackson 
3348 bob white lane 
Belton, TX 76513 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Tanya Jackson 
3808 Wood Sorrel Dr 
Dickinson, TX 77539 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. As a Comcast 
customer, I'd much rather the company spend my monthly payment on improving infrastructure rather than deceptive, 



immoral schemes. I find it appalling a company would spend money so frivilously when I, and other customers, regularly 
lose Internet connectivity because the "lines" can't handle the load. 
 
Randy Jackson 
22307 Hazy Hollow Dr 
Spicewood, TX 78669 
Please keep the internet free for all users. I am asking you to support HR5353. 
 
Eric Jacobson 
3302 Willow Ridge Circle 
Carrollton, TX 75007 
KEEP THE INTERNET FREE AND OPEN! Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is 
exactly the problem millions of Americans have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must 
take serious and immediate action to put an abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service 
providers from following Comcast's example of discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet 
is a vital engine for economic growth, civic participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to 
smother these democratic communications by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet 
traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Ricardo Jacquez 
2255 Braeswood Park Dr 
Houston, TX 77030 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Seth Jaffe 
109 Welch St. 
Houston, TX 77006 
As a Comcast user, I have been extremely disappointed in their greedy and harmful practice of limiting access to the 
Internet. I have personally had problems using my Vonage IP phone via Comcast's broadband. It appeared that they 
were limiting packets associated with Vonage IP addresses. This is because Vonage is in direct competition with Comcast. 
At the same time this began, Comcast flooded me with mailings to "upgrade" to the Comcast IP phone offer. The fact 
that a company would pay people to sit in a meeting to discuss net neutrality is disgusting. It displays the all too familiar 
evil face of the telecom industry. They continuously try to monopolize, crush competition in vile, illegal, and immoral 
fashions, and stifle innovation so that they can maintain their position. It is unamerican, immoral, and inhumane. The 
FCC must punish this type of behavior. If I had another option to connect to the Internet in my area, I would take it. 
But there is no competition. It is time for the FCC to step up with a sweeping bill that limits the telecoms' behavior while 
opening the field to competition. Seth Jaffe Engineer 
 
Ajay Jain 
1209 Creekwood Drive 
Garland, TX 75044 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Inderpreet Jalli 
10202 Jockey Club Drive 
Houston, TX 77065 
Comcast's blocking of peer-to-peer communications is only the first set of problems that will occur without Net 
Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an abrupt end to this harmful practice 
and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of discriminating against the free flow of 
online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic participation and free speech. Please imagine 
a US road system where corporations could make towns pay them extra fees for people to be able to drive to them. It 
doesn't make sense does it. I strongly urge Net Neutrality be enforced. 
 
Darlene James 
16914 Sky Harbor Ct. 
Friendswood, TX 77546 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 



discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Steve Slagle &amp;amp; Jane Spaeth 
1002 Booneville Ave. 
New Braunflels, TX 78130 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Hernan Jaramillo 
5023 River Kenton 
san antonio, TX 78240 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
B. W. Jaster 
P. O. Box 12667 
Dallas, TX 75225 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Michael Jefferson 
5819 Spring Lodge Dr 
Kingwood, TX 77345 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Adriana Jeffery 
2822 Ranchland Ave 
Odessa, TX 79764 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Jesse Jensen 
1681 Chachalaca Ln 
Abilene, TX 79605 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Elizabeth Jensen 
422 Wild Bird Dr. 
Spring, TX 77373 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 



abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
S. William Jentzen 
296 Artesian Dr. 
CAMBRIDGE, TX 78612 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Samuel Jimenez 
4921 64th st 
Lubbock, TX 79414 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Daniel Jimenez 
1922 Hawthorne St #1 
Houston, TX 77098 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Raul Jimenez 
519 Southgate Ave 
Tyler, TX 75702 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. Thank you 
for all the time you have dedicated to this issue. 
 
Jose Jimenez 
119 Kim Dr. 
Del Rio, TX 78840 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
jackie jirasek 
13827 oakwood lane 
sugar land, TX 77478 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. I know this is 
a form type request but it says what I would like to say so I am using it. JJ 
 
Mark Johaningsmeir 
PMB-268-B 



Laredo, TX 78043 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Mark Johaningsmeir 
PMB-268-B 
Laredo, TX 78043 
Comcast's blatant blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans have warned 
would occur without Net Neutrality protections. Please, the FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
James D Johnson 
3300 Merrie Lynn Avenue 
Austin, TX 78722 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
georgeann johnson 
220 N. Zapata Hwy, #11; Box44A 
Laredo, TX 39120 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Jack D. Johnson 
176 Pintail Loop 
San Marcos, TX 78666 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. My name is 
Jack Johnson and I completely support this message. 
 
garry johnson 
14702 gladewick dr. 
humble, TX 77396 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Travis Johnson 
501 N Sarah Deel Dr 
Webster, TX 77598 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 



Kathy Johnson 
423 CR 2989 
Hughes Springs, TX 75656 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Diane Johnson 
2814 Rockbridge Rd. 
Tyler, TX 75701 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Randal Johnson 
P.O. Box 781 
Katy, TX 77492 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Amanda Jones 
8210 Briarwood Lane 
Austin, TX 78757 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Donald Jones 
2500 Enfield Rd #1 
Austin, TX 78703 
At a time when our economy is struggling, preservation of Net Neutrality is critical to ensure opportunities of economic 
growth. Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of 
Americans have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate 
action to put an abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following 
Comcast's example of discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for 
economic growth, civic participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these 
democratic communications by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and 
stifling innovation. 
 
Brian Jones 
13315 Wisterwood Street 
Austin, TX 78729 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Frances Jones 
6820 S. 12th St. Rd. 
Waco, TX 76706 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 



participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Trace Jones 
20702 Tallow Chase Lane 
Spring, TX 77379 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Rob Jones 
402 Whitaker Rd 
Florence, TX 76527 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Doyle Jones 
8300 Shoreview Drive 
Fort Worth, TX 76108 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
heather jones 
6804 Brookfield 
San Antonio, TX 78238 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Ray Jordan 
7500 Daffan Lane 
Austin, TX 78724 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Paul Jordan 
15 Circle Dr 
Denison, TX 75021 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Aimee Jost 
1112 Spur Street 
Austin, TX 78721 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 



discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
George Jowell 
301 Sunset Dr 
Hereford, TX 79045 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Mary Jozwiak 
111 Barton Meadow Dr. 
Dripping Springs, TX 78620 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Trey June 
3 Applewood Ct. 
Austin, TX 78738 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Halina Just 
4935 Dare Lane 
San Antonio, TX 78217 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Jennifer Just - Field 
107 Country View Way 
Cedar Park, TX 78613 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
patricia justice 
2639 burlington 
dallas, TX 75211 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Carolyn Kahant 
300 Cedar Springs Rd. 
Ingram, TX 78025 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 



abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Omar Kaskwash 
1426 Trace Dr. 
Houston, TX 77077 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Evan Kaufman 
4518 Tealgate Dr 
Spring, TX 77373 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Demetrios Kazakos 
1100 Augusta Dr Apt 72 
Houston, TX 77057 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
William Harold Keen 
19 R. Williams Lane 
Huntsville, TX 77320 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. Immediate 
action is necessary to stop this criminal activity! Freedom of speech and freedom of the press MUST be preserved in every 
form! Comcast must be censured and a heavy fine imposed to demonstrate the people's demand that this action be 
terminated immediately! We will NOT tolerate such actions against us! 
 
Carole Keene 
219 Roy 
Houston, TX 77007 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Joy Keeping 
743 Old Colony Drive 
Richmond, TX 77469 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. This 
deliberate attempt at censorship is yet another step toward the erosion of our rights as citizens. This interference from 
Comcast should never be allowed. 



 
Mike Keller 
2504 Belmont Pl 
Plano, TX 75023 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
c keller 
5305 indio 
austin, TX 78745 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Shawn Kelley 
3401 Mulberry Creek Dr 
Austin, TX 78732 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Steven G. Kellman 
302 Fawn Drive 
San Antonio, TX 78231 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Gay Kelly 
1811 West 8th St 
Austin, TX 78703 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Brian Kemp 
1900B Brentwood St. 
Austin, TX 78757 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Richard Kendrick 
3541 North Hills 
Austin, TX 78731 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 



participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Harold Kennamer 
P.O. Box 695 
Winnie, TX 77665 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Nick Kiger 
4528 Poinsetta Dr 
Fort Worth, TX 76114 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Stratos Kinalidis 
1109 Willard Street 
Houston, TX 77006 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Hannah King 
6061 Village Bend #1314 
Dallas, TX 75206 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. AT&T did the same thing when it blocked text messaging. 
The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other 
Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of discriminating against the free flow of online 
information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic participation and free speech. We simply can't allow 
corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications by discriminating against new technologies, secretly 
interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. FCC we can't have companies deciding to block the rights of 
individual citizens to speak to each other or groups. Corporations can charge a fee for the bandwidth not control what 
goes over it. I suppose foreign nationals might now be trying to figure out a way to prevent drivers from using private 
roads if company execs don't like the driver's politics. GE decided that it would not allow Dennis Kucinich to speak on 
MSNBC because he's a pacifist and doesn't believe in nuclear power. GE decided who the public could hear when making 
their decision who is the best person to lead the most powerful nation on earth. It is time to ensure that roads whether 
electronic or cement are open to everyone and not just those who happen to share the politics of their owners or 
managers. 
 
Joan Kirby 
1012 Olympic Ct. 
Lewisville, TX 75077 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Casey Kirby 
8083 Stonebrook Pkwy 
Frisco, TX 75034 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 



 
Lynne Kirby 
709 e 46th St 
Austin, TX 78781 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Debra Kirk 
5102 Spring Forest 
Houston, TX 77091 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Brenden Kjar 
PO Box 2463 
Arlington, TX 76004 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
gary klein 
827 Union Pacific Blvd. 
Laredo, TX 78045 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Paula Kline 
5206 E. Hwy 80 
Midland, TX 79706 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Thomas Knight 
10421 Wortham Bend Road 
Waco, TX 76708 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
John Knize 
13256 Kerrville Folkway 
Austin, TX 78729 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 



by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. Unless, of 
course, you effectively work for a corporation like many in office these days seem to be. In that case, by all means, ignore 
emails like this one. 
 
kay knobloch 
10902 burgoyne road 
houston, TX 77042 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Kathy Koloze 
5120 Capitol Ave 
Dallas, TX 75206 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Loretta Koons 
16322 Wood Drive 
Channelview, TX 77530 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Christopher Korban 
2002-A Guadalupe St Box #104 
Austin, TX 78705 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Brant Kotch 
12302 Cobblestone 
Houston, TX 77024 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
David Kowis 
11003 Caspian Spring 
San Antonio, TX 78254 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The actions of Comcast can easily be determined to be 
malicious in intent. Their active interference with traffic would be considered "malicious hacking" if it were an individual 
interfering with some one else's traffic. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an abrupt end to this 
harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of discriminating 
against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic participation and 
free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications by discriminating 
against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Kenneth Kramer 
1545 Bosque Dr 
Carrollton, TX 75010 



Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Daniel Krell 
4206 Dody St 
Corpus Christi, TX 78411 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Juli Kring 
12400 Brookglade Cr 42 
Houston, TX 77099 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Joel Kroll 
9562 FM 149 E 
Richards, TX 77873 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Michael Kubala 
3702 S 2nd St 
Austin, TX 78704 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
David Kucmierz 
1405 Longshadow Ln 
Mesquite, TX 75149 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Steve Kuehler 
16500 Lauder Lane #27103 
Dallas, TX 75248 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Larry LaBate 
7999 Staley Drive 



Frisco, TX 75034 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Leah Lambracht 
9213 Singing Quail Dr. 
Austin, TX 78758 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Melissa LaMunyon 
600 S. 1st St. #241 
Austin, TX 78704 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
John LaMunyon 
600 S. 1st St. #241 
ausitn, TX 78704 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Elizabeth Landin 
PO Box 580352 
Houston, TX 77258 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Todd Landry 
1021 Apollo Circle 
Round Rock, TX 78664 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Alton Lane 
10322 Hammerly Blvd. 
Houston, TX 77043 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Mark Larson 



3225 Turtle Creek Blvd. 
Dallas, TX 75219 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Barbara Lasater 
11921 Southlake Dr. 
Houston, TX 77077 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Debra Laufenberg 
25222 Clover Ranch Dr 
Katy, TX 77494 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Eric Lawrence 
206 Ben Howell Dr 
Austin, TX 78704 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Jaen Lawrence 
11703 Taylorcrest Rd. 
Houston, TX 77024 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
JOe Lazenby 
7326 n linscomb rd 
Vidor, TX 77662 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Andrea Leal 
1500 E Riverside Dr #335 
Austin, TX 78741 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 



John Lee 
2102 Rolling Oak Lane 
Garland, TX 75044 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Francois Lefebvre 
5826 FM 1960 East 
Humble, TX 77357 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
M Leiter 
8806 Tallwood 
Austin, TX 78759 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Jon Lennard 
4308 Dickson ST 
Houston, TX 77007 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Erik Lentz 
624 Hillcrest St. 
Denton, TX 76201 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Jason Leonforte 
4500 Mountain Oak St 
Keller, TX 76238 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Albert H. Lerner 
220 N. Zapata Hwy. 11A 
lLaredo, TX 78043 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 



 
Ruben Levario 
726 Glendale St. 
Dallas, TX 75214 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Darryl Levingston 
4461 Quail Valley Road 
Kountze, TX 77625 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
david lewis 
3016 ave j 
santa fe, TX 77510 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Karen Lewis 
4460 Singleton Rd 
Beaumont, TX 77708 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Meredith Lewis 
1717 E Belt Line Rd 
Coppell, TX 75019 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
david lewis 
3016 ave j 
santa fe, TX 77510 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innotion. i am deeply 
conceren that you would allow comcast to pack the hearing with paid people . we pay you dearly to protect us from that 
sort of crooked behaver. i want a free internet or we might as well be in commuist china where they do imperison people 
for free speach. 
 
James Liberato 
13521 Purple Sage 
Dallas, TX 75240 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 



abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Deborah Lightfoot Sizemore 
PO Box 682 
Crowley, TX 76036 
Comcast's arrogant and Orwellian blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would happen without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to end 
this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of discriminating 
against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic participation, and 
free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications by discriminating 
against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic, and stifling innovation. 
 
Brenda Lilly 
1109 Heather Brook Dr 
Allen, TX 75002 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Guy Lincoln 
10312 Laredo Drive 
Austin, TX 78748 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
William Lindley 
5001 LaMonte Ln. #112 
Houston, TX 77092 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Matt Lindley 
5939 Willow Wood Lane 
Dallas, TX 75252 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Donna Lindsey 
352 rio bravo dr 
fairview, TX 75069 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Lee Lindsey 
4207 Apollo St. 
Houston, TX 77018 



Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. Sweetheart 
deals between corporate lobbyists and politicians were behind the hostile takeover of Houston's Time Warner customers, 
who were not even allowed to choose another cable provider, due to the existence of a monopoly in cable services. This 
led to thousands of citizens being subjected to Comcast's blatant and deceptive interference with the free flow of data, 
which is not the service that citizens want or need. 
 
Rheanne Lindsey 
310 Parramatta Ln #1123 
Houston, TX 77073 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Corin Lipinski 
2818 Nueces St 
Austin, TX 78705 
In order for the internet to continue to thrive, we need to maintain net neutrality. Users should be able to control what 
content they view and what applications they use on the Internet. 
 
Bob Litwins 
2201 Lakeside Blvd 
Richardson, TX 75075 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Serena Lloyd 
11105B Selma Dr 
Austin, TX 78757 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
David Loba 
1332 Minter Road 
Plano, TX 75023 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. Having an 
internet that allows all of us to have an equal voice without being blocked or controlled by others should be a corner 
stone of the FCC's policy on internet usage. Please help protect all of our rights. 
 
Peter V LOCKE 
1430 Skyline Dr 
Canyon Lake, TX 78133 
In this country the government is supposed to be the publics dog, and the FCC one of the hairs on that dog. It appears 
that some ISPs think they OWN the channels they've rented. They were to charge for a communication service they were 
providing. That's it! Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem 
millions of Americans have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and 
immediate action to put an abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from 
following Comcast's example of discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine 
for economic growth, civic participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these 



democratic communications by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and 
stifling innovation. 
 
V Logan 
407 E 27 St 
Houston, TX 77008 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. It is 
imperative that the FCC protects citizens and ensures free and open communiciations, not that the FCC provide cover 
for service providers whose only concerns are band width usage and maximizing profits while minimizing service. 
 
t logan 
611 s congress 
austin, TX 78704 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. Protecting 
the rights of one protects the rights of all. 
 
Vanessa Logue 
9399 Wade Blvd 
Frisco, TX 75035 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Gregory Long 
11517 Coalwood Lane 
Austin, TX 78739 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
steven long 
4727-A North Cashel Circle 
Houston, TX 77069 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Matthew Long 
2901 Haine Dr 
Harlingen, TX 78550 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Joseph Lopez 
2006 Mermaid Ln. 
Houston, TX 77062 



Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Christopher Losey 
2308 Monticello Circle 
Plano, TX 75075 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Bob Love 
3818 Purdue Ln. 
Abilene, TX 79602 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. Can't you 
goernment agencies leave the things alone and quit letting big business either buyor scare you into their nest. We the 
people are tired of it grow up and live like the rest of us this thing has worked for 200 hundred years until know you 
people with dipolma's hanging on your wall with the one diploma missing that is not used any more common sense and 
in our government there is none and the big business runs each minute of your day and probably most of the night. 
When you people take our guns and piss us off really good we will run you away with our brooms, Get a job and be an 
American. 
 
Marilyn Lovelace 
317 Hurt St 
Dublin, TX 76446 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Jeffrey Lovell 
6816 Kenwhite Drive 
Dallas, TX 75231 
I am disgusted by Comcast's efforts to shut up concerned Net users. Please listen to the concerns that exist outside a 
hearing room, and keep the Net neutral. Thanks. 
 
Milton D. Lower 
11792 Knollpark Drive 
Austin, TX 78758 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
David Lowery 
613 Overland trail 
southlake, TX 76092 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 



steven lucas 
2706 del curto road 
austin, TX 78704 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Lindsey Luce 
6941 NE Loop 820 Apt 1423 
North Richland Hills, TX 76180 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
John Luetkemeyer 
3700 Legacy Dr. Apt 9208 
Frisco, TX 75034 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Mariana Luna 
3902 Perrin-Central Blvd. 
San Antonio, TX 78217 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
John Lunt 
104 Frenchtown Rd 
argyle, TX 76226 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Susan Luton 
14701 Crosscreek 
Austin, TX 78737 
We live in a democracy, which means that Americans' communication via the Internet should be completely open and 
protected from changes resulting from profit-motivated companies. Net Neutrality protections will help to make this 
happen. Comcast's blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans have warned 
would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an abrupt end 
to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of discriminating 
against the free flow of online information. 
 
Jacob Lyman 
9147 Peuplier 
San Antonio, TX 78254 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 



 
Andrew MacIlveen 
3515 FM 857 
Grand Saline, TX 75140 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Aaron Mack 
516 Merrill St. 
Houston, TX 77009 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
pat malone 
2630 bissonnet 
houston, TX 77005 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Roshan Mansinghani 
8200 Southwestern Blvd. #1206 
Dallas, TX 75206 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
MAURY MARCUS 
6516 KIOWA COURT 
PLANO, TX 75023 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Sarah Markulin 
14001 Oak Meadows #1811 
Universal City, TX 78148 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. We need this 
opportunity to be able to receive information, to send the same to others, if we are to continue to be a democracy, 
rather than a money based near dictatorship. What happens now is what determines the future for ourselves, but also 
for our children and their children. We cannot allow corporations to destroy this country. 
 
jana marsh-tieyah 
1052 oakland dr apt 104 
irving, TX 75060 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 



abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
laurie marshall 
1024 62nd st 
galveston, TX 77551 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
rebecca marshall 
731 S. Lindsay St 
Gainesville, TX 76240 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Marty Martin 
705 1/2 Milwaukee 
Houston, TX 7700 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Teresa MARTIN 
16530 Alwick Lane 
San Antonio, TX 78247 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Dave Martin 
12211-A Dundee Dr. 
Austin, TX 78759 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. Freedom of 
Speech means Freedom of Communication. Save the rights of the people from corporate greed and government spying. 
 
Marty Martin 
705 1/2 Milwaukee 
Houston, TX 77009 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Michael Martin 
9423 Leader 
Houston, TX 77036 



Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Brian Martinez 
401 Philco Dr 
Austin, TX 78745 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
donna martinez 
8416 prescott circle 
frisco, TX 75034 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Oscar Martinez 
165 Fall Creek Dr 
Kyle, TX 78640 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
clifford martinez 
214 N WINNETKA AVE 
DALLAS, TX 75208 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
douglas Mattingly 
434 Harbor Oak Drive 
Beaumont, TX 77706 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
CHRISTINE MATTOX 
1801 OLEANDER DR 
Dickinson, TX 77539 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Bobby Maxwell 
5722 McCommas #1 



Dallas, TX 75206 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Michele Mayer Toor 
6804 Coach House Lane 
Plano, TX 75023 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Jef Mayes 
9821 Valley Ranch Pkwy 
Irving, TX 75063 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. Thank you, 
Jef Mayes 
 
Jake Mayes 
9821 Valley Ranch pkwy 
Irving, TX 75063 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. Thank you, 
Jake Mayes 
 
Jim Mayfield 
117 Prairie Dawn Cir 
The Woodlands, TX 77385 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Judson Maynard 
2030 Golf Court 
Denton, TX 76205 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Preston Mays 
2700 Colorado Blvd 
Denton, TX 76201 
I am aware that the fate of the Internet lies partially in the hands of the FCC and has become a mainstream political 
topic that many presidential candidates are beginning to address. I believe that tampering with the Internet, while 
subtle, is a fundamental violation to the freedom for all Americans to communicate with each other freely. This gateway 
system will only allow the corporations with money to purchase bandwith to purchase speed; and thus, restrict free 
access to all content on the internet. With my freedom as a American citizen I am sending this message with hopes that 
you will not only reconsider your stance on this delicate issue, but to enforce the consequences of corporate violations. I 



personally want to see Comcast Corporation pay the penalty for these violations. Thank you very much for your time, 
Preston Mays 
 
Margene McAden 
13026 Jackrabbit Lane 
Bryan, TX 77808 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. Keep America 
Free 
 
Elizabeth McCarthy 
308 S Chandler Ave 
Denison, TX 75020 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Leah McCarty 
306 Elm Drive 
Terrell, TX 75160 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Don McCasland 
9925 Chireno 
Dallas, TX 75220 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Ken McConnico 
830 Apollo 
Houston, TX 77058 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Rob McCorkle 
1810 Woodstone 
Kerrville, TX 78028 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Charles McCreary 
13774 Hwy 322 
Kilgore, TX 75662 
So Comcast pays people to fill the seats at a public forum on their proven packet-inspection routing so interested parties 
cannot even attend. Is this how democracy in the USA works? Smells to me like legislation by corporation. 



 
Jim McCulloch 
8704 Bluff Springs Rd 
Austin, TX 78744 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Meghan McCurdy 
777 Dunlavy #1105 
Houston, TX 77019 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Rick McDonald 
PO Box 4013 
Wichita Falls, TX 76308 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Karsten McDowell 
318 W. 5th St. 
Bonham, TX 75418 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Carole McFarland 
15 Litchfield lane 
Houston, TX 77024 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Larry McGowan 
PO Box 3852 
Midland, TX 79702 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Margaret L McKey 
4125 Gallant Fox Dr. 
Pasadena, TX 77503 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 



participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Nicholas McMurray 
1148 Lago Vista 
San Marcos, TX 78666 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
sydney mcquoid 
6523 la manga 
dallas, TX 75248 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Bruce McRae 
7687 Park Dr. 
Ore City, TX 75683 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Gilbert Medina 
473 Dove Hill Drive 
Kyle, TX 78640 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
Thanks...Gilbert 
 
Mona Mehdy 
5004 Smokey Mountain Drive 
Austin, TX 78727 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Kathryn Melton 
3209 Brookmeade 
Deer, TX 77536 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
B. L. Melton 
2332 Godwin Circle 
Orange, TX 77630 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 



abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Mike Melton 
1402 Timber Ridge Dr. 
Euless, TX 76039 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Ted Mentele 
5417 Shoalwood 
Austin, TX 78756 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
George Mercier 
1319 Foxwood Rd. 
Houston, TX 77008 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Anye Mercy 
18142 S. Park View Dr #602 
Houston, TX 77084 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Anthony Merrell 
3405 61st Street 
Lubbock, TX 79413 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Janine Meunier 
4507 Courtside dr 
McKinney, TX 75070 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
MARY MICEK 
821 E DOVE LOOP RD #2221 
GRAPEVINE, TX 76051 



Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
andy midgette 
5665 arapaho rd 
dallas, TX 75248 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Tim Milam 
1010 Country Club Drive 
Mission, TX 78572 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Lee Milam 
27118 S. Creek Dr 
magnolia, TX 77354 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. I do not 
want to live in China or Pakistan. Please do not let corporate corruption, control and destroy the internet. 
 
Karen Miller 
1215 Mt. Riga 
San Antonio, TX 78213 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Charles Miller 
4505 Speedway Side A 
Austin, TX 78751 
Comcast's blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the type of problem that will and has now occurred 
without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an abrupt end to this 
harmful chilling practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for things that we value most in 
American society: creativity, entrepreneurialism, economic growth, civic participation, political debate, and free speech. 
We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications by discriminating against new 
technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. If Comcast has shut down peer to peer 
communications, what is to prevent them from blocking sites to which they are politically opposed? 
 
Velda Miller 
1734 Snipe Ln 
Abilene, TX 79605 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 



 
Arthur Miller 
12103 Sage Hen Cir 
austin, TX 78727 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
paul miller 
4524 amesbury drive #D 
dallas, TX 75206 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Mary Mills 
PO Box 503 
Diana, TX 75640 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
julie minnis 
1902 yaupon valley rd 
austin, TX 78746 
Please keep the internet 'free'. Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the 
problem millions of Americans have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious 
and immediate action to put an abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from 
following Comcast's example of discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine 
for economic growth, civic participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these 
democratic communications by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and 
stifling innovation. 
 
Fred Mittag 
827 Union Pacific Blvd. 
Laredo, TX 78045 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
DR. T. RANDALL (RANDY) MOCK, M.D. 
6303 PROSPECT AVENUE 
Dallas, TX 75214 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Walter Moczygemba 
2501 Wickersham Ln. 
Austin, TX 78741 
I would like to congratulate FCC chief Kevin Martin for his no-nonsense questioning of Comcast's dubious network 
policies at the recent Harvard Law School hearing. Such dishonest corporate practices cannot be allowed to take hold. I 
look forward to continued action on the FCC's part to install and enforce protections for the Net Neutrality that so 
many Americans have come to cherish. The Internet that we know today has played a central role in all aspects of 



modern life, from innovative business models to improvements in our ability to communicate freely. Our nation cannot 
afford to lose these important gains to the short-sighted whims of commercial interests. Thank you for your time. 
 
Susan Modikoane 
4040 San Felipe #276 
Houston, TX 77027 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Karen Moeck 
50 Quiet Peace Pl. 
The Woodlands, TX 77381 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Thomas Moneyhon 
608 Primrose Lane 
La Porte, TX 77571 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Don Montgomery 
1432 Cross Bend Road 
Plano, TX 75023 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Christopher Moodley 
17127 South Ivy Circle 
Houston, TX 77084 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Ryan Moody 
3604 Palomar Lane 
Austin, TX 78727 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
William Moore 
3617 Martha Lane 
Rowlett, TX 75088 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 



discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Kelly Moore 
1805 Pilot Way 
Garland, TX 75040 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Stephen Moore 
7422 Guinevere Dr 
Sugar Land, TX 77479 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Vesna Moore 
13323 Dubuque 
San Antonio, TX 78249 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Frank Moore 
1408 Teasley Lane #2021 
Denton, TX 76205 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Lee Moore 
1650 N. Carancahua 
Corpus Christi, TX 78409 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Bob and Tallie Moore/Bush 
507 CR 32050 
Brookston, TX 75421 
YOUR DUTY IS TO PROTECT THE COMMUNICATION AND PRIVACY RIGHTS OF THE PEOPLE, NOT THE CORPORATE 
AGENDA OF CONCAST, WHICH IS ABOUT SERVING THE SPURIOUS AND EXAGGERATED SPYING NEEDS OF THE BUSH 
ADMINISTRATION. GET BACK TO WORK FOR US, PLEASE, AND FEEL GOOD ABOUT YOUR JOB. The FCC must take 
serious and immediate action to put an abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers 
from following Comcast's example of discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital 
engine for economic growth, civic participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother 
these democratic communications by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic 
and stifling innovation. 
 
James Moran 
804 Kavanagh Dr 
Austin, TX 78748 



Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Ruben Moreno 
601 Sweet Gum Drive 
Euless, TX 76039 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Kenneth Morgan 
2110 Simbrah Drive 
Cedar Park, TX 78613 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Steven Morrell 
3901 Sarita Dr. 
Fort Worth, TX 76109 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Matthew Morrison 
9017 Sunridge Circle #914 
Fort Worth, TX 76120 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Marcus Mosbacker 
105 Terrace Drive 
Brownsville, TX 78521 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Julie Moseley 
2407 Orleans 
Cedar Park, TX 78613 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Michael Moss 
2738 ray lieck 



san antonio, TX 78253 
I, Michael Moss, am very concerned about corporations taking over and controlling ther internet. Corporation are run 
for-profit, not for-freedom-of-speech or for any of our other constitutional rights. Comcast's blatant and deceptive 
blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans have warned would occur without 
Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an abrupt end to this harmful 
practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of discriminating against the free 
flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic participation and free speech. We 
simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications by discriminating against new 
technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Sarah Mulcahy 
12811 2nd St. 
Dickinson, TX 77539 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. Comcast also 
provides very poor service with frequent disconnects, but is the only broadband provider in my area. 
 
Kevin Munson 
610 North Sky Drive 
Houston, TX 77073 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Alex Murdock 
4830 Lake Daniel Ct. 
Richmond, TX 77469 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Barry Murphy 
6527 Embers Rd 
Dallas, TX 75248 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Arlys Murphy 
1465 NW CR 145 
Rice, TX 75155 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Consuelo Murray, M.D. 
7210 Baxtershire 
Dallas, TX 75230 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 



 
Andrew Murret 
606 Ridgemont DR 
Allen, TX 75002 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Barry Nall 
PO Box 205 
Comfort, TX 78013 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
ANUP NANDA 
6303 COMMERCE DR 
IRVING, TX 75063 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Sissy Needell-Riffin 
2618 Glendale Drive 
Waco, TX 76710 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
James Newberry 
2511 Wedglea Dr. #715 
Dallas, TX 75211 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Thelma Newman 
1801 Palm Valley Blvd. 
Round Rock, TX 78664 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. ANT AT&T IS 
JUST AS BAD, THEY JUST HAVE MORE LOBBYISTS AND TONS OF MONEY AND OTHER BUY-OFFS, AS THEY FIRE AND 
LAY OFF OLDER EMPLOYEES, WITH NOTHING AFTER YEARS OF HARD WORK. 
 
Rose Nicholas 
9010 Markville Drive #913 
Dallas, TX 75243 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 



discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Katherine Nick 
10539 Rolling Pines Drive 
Tyler, TX 75707 
IT has happened! Comcast has blatantly and deceptively blocked peer-to-peer communications. This is exactly the 
problem millions of Americans have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious 
and immediate action to put an abrupt end to this harmful practice! You must prevent other Internet service providers 
from following Comcast's example of discriminating against the free flow of online information. DO YOU 
UNDERSTAND? TAKE ACTION NOW TO KEEP THE INTERNET OPEN FOR ECONOMIC GROWTH, CIVIC PARTICIPATION 
AND FREE SPEECH! The Internet is a vital engine for these things. We simply CANNOT ALLOW CORPORATE 
GATEKEEPERS TO SMOTHER THESE DEMOCRATIC COMMUNICATIONS BY DISCRIMINATING AGAINST NEW 
TECHNOLOGIES, SECRETLY INTERFERING WITH INTERNET TRAFFIC AND STIFLING INNOVATION. GET BUSY KEEPING 
THE INTNERNET NEUTRAL FOR ME! 
 
Rael Nidess, M.D. 
100 StoneCreek Drive Apt. 239 
Marshall, TX 75672 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. Corporate 
censorship is un-American (or perhaps all to 'Amerikan' in the world of corporate greed). The FCC must deliver a strong 
message about the value of free speech in dealing with Comcast and the entire issue of net neutrality. 
 
Pam Niedermayer 
605 W CRESTLAND DR 
Austin, TX 78752 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Rafael Nieves 
213 Cold River 
Boerne, TX 78006 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
corbin nixon 
7806 Appomattox 
college station, TX 77845 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Richard Noble 
1611w17th St. 
Texarkana, TX 75501 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 



Sandra Noble 
819 Ridgedale Dr 
Richardson, TX 75080 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Katherine Noll 
9935 Parkford Dr. 
Dallas, TX 75238 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
nancy norman 
11689 avondale 
frisco, TX 75034 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Randall Notgrass 
8604 F.M. 969 
Austin, TX 78724 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Carlos Novo 
3202 Los Indios 
Mission, TX 78572 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Jeremy Nugroho 
5720 LBJ Freeway #325 
Dallas, TX 75240 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Don Nunez 
29202 loddington 
spring, TX 77386 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 



 
Rex Nunnally 
3431 N Hills Dr 
Austin, TX 78731 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. Keep 
American free and support free speech and the rights of ALL (not just big media companies) to speak out and 
communicate. It is crucial to the survival of our nation. Sincerely, Rex Nunnally 
 
Todd O'Neill 
171 Claywell Drive 
San Antonio, TX 78209 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Robert Ogden 
3700 CR 275 
Zephyr, TX 76890 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. Keep the 
internet open for everyone. If you don't, I feel that it will be one step closer to a Police State. Remember, you and your 
family will have to live here too. Please put a stop to this invasion. Thank You. 
 
Alice Oldham 
8208 Spruce Court 
Fort Worth, TX 76180 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
alan olson 
660 dolphin circle 
port aransas, TX 78373 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
kristin olson 
3018 apple valley ln 
missouri city, TX 77459 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Omar Orpinel 
1749 continental drive 
Ft. Worth, TX 76131 



Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Eric Orr 
6807 knoll forest CT 
Suger Land, TX 77479 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. America is 
falling behind in Internet speeds compared to the rest of the world. All because of greed. 
 
Susanna Orr 
1311 Green Forest Dr. 
austin, TX 78745 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
William Orsi 
1520 Douglas Dr. 
Odessa, TX 79762 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Susan Osuch 
2555 Sunscape Lane 
Dalals, TX 75287 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Ryan Ottele 
4220 Wyatt St. 
Pasaadena, TX 77503 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Hans-Peter Otto 
P.O. Box 5385 
Austin, TX 78763 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Carly Overman 



3007 Speedway 
Austin, TX 78705 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Marcus Overton 
6823 La Concha Pass 
Austin, TX 78749 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Emma P 
222 E Riverside Drive 
Austin, TX 78704 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
James Pacha 
3660 Richmond Ave. 
Houston, TX 77046 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Ben Page 
12742 Sandri Ln 
Houston, TX 77077 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Deborah Paige 
9219 Anderson Mill Rd 
Austin, TX 78729 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Jordan Pakaki 
4609 Marissa Drive 
El Paso, TX 79924 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of legal peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of 
Americans have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate 
action to put an abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following 
Comcast's example of discriminating against the free flow of online information to give the illusion of a higher capacity 
network. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic participation and free speech. We simply can't allow 
corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications by discriminating against new technologies, secretly 
interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 



 
Carolyn Palit 
1208 W. Sanderson St. 
Alpine, TX 79830 
Isn't this censorship? Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem 
millions of Americans have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and 
immediate action to put an abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from 
following Comcast's example of discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine 
for economic growth, civic participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these 
democratic communications by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and 
stifling innovation. 
 
pete panos 
601 n park blvd 
grapevine, TX 76051 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
pete panos 
601 n park blvd 
grapevine, TX 76051 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. Believe me, if 
i ever move again, i will not move into an area that comcast is the main provider! Comcast is a major reason that we are 
lagging behind the rest of the world when it comes to speed, but does this surpise us, it shouldnt, they go for profit, 
rather than building a network that can handle the demand or the upgrade for bandwidth 
 
Sonia Parga 
414 Fourth Street 
Humble, TX 77338 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
nanumo park 
nanumopark@mail.utexas.edu 
austin, TX 78705 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Ann Parker 
303 Partridge Run 
Duncanville, TX 75137 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Daniel Parker 
19500 US HWY 281 N APT 1121 
San Antonio, TX 78258 



Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. ---- The 
above was not written by me but I share the above sentiments. I also have these to offer: We live in America, a free 
market, as such our internet should also be available as it is. I understand Comcast's intention in blocking peer-to-peer 
but simply cutting out a large part of the internet is not the solution. Not only is it the easy and inappropriate way to 
solve a problem temporarily, but it's a practice that can be repeated but should not ever be exercised. Blocking 
information that people do use for completely legal activities should be made illegal in and of itself. 
 
LYLE PARKER 
11119 BENDING BOUGH TRL 
AUSTIN, TX 78758 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Samantha Parrott 
400 Lightsey Rd. 
Austin, TX 78704 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Sandra Patrick 
205 Cumberland Lane 
Henderson, TX 75652 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Elizabeth Paukstis 
5000 West Park Drive 
Austin, TX 78723 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
John Paul 
1740 Oakland Blvd 
Fort Worth, TX 76103 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Peter Paul 
#20 Timberloch 
Spring, TX 77387 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 



participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Jordan Paul 
13502 Camino de Plata Ct 
Corpus Christi, TX 78418 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
william pearce 
2915 rio verde way 
dallas, TX 75228 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Tamara R Pearlman 
130 Summit Cove 
Roanoke, TX 76262 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Erin Peavey 
103 A Winter Park 
College Station, TX 77840 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Janet Peavler 
430 Remington Drive 
Highland Village, TX 75077 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
JD Peavler 
802 owensons dr 
Dallas, TX 75224 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Theresa Pell 
1530 Post Oak Drive 
Irving, TX 75061 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 



discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
Corportations should not be allowed to control the internet to increase their wealth while denying access to others. Teri 
Pell 
 
Sarah Peltonen 
2601 Del Rio 
Austin, TX 78733 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Mark Pelts 
1517-G summer Stone Dr. 
Austin, TX 78704 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. Not to 
mention Comcast blocking the public's attempt to attend a public FCC hearing!!! See the article here: 
http://www.savetheinternet.com/blog/2008/02/25/comcast-blocking-first-the-internet-now-the-public/ How can you 
dare let that go unquestioned? Are you even listening Mr. Martin? Or are you going to just use your regular response: 
"no comment"? 
 
Julia Penn 
3113 Grandview Street 
Austin, TX 78705 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Larry Penny 
3527 Hyde Park 
Midland, TX 79707 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Clyde Perkins 
PO Box 1713 
Dumas, TX 79029 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Tom Perkins 
PO Box 123 
Smiley, TX 78159 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 



 
Joel Perkins 
3117 Cedar Hill 
Denton, TX 76209 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Joy Perry 
7046 Fairdale Ave. 
Dallas, TX 75227 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Jennifer Perryman 
10225 N. MacArthur Blvd. #162 
Irving, TX 75063 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
sheila peterson 
1329 whittenburg dr 
fort worth, TX 76134 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Kyle Peterson 
4311 Lafayette 
Bellaire, TX 77401 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Gordon Pettey 
610 Huntington Ln 
Allen, TX 75002 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and _prevent other Internet service providers_ from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Nam Phan 
16227 Leigh Canyon dr. 
friendswood, TX 77546 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 



participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Jonathan Phillips 
9926 South Bridlewood 
Richmond, TX 77469 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Tomi Phillips 
11023 Ellwood St. 
The Woodlands, TX 77380 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
James Picone 
3746 Blue Bonnet Blvd. 
Houston, TX 77025 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
James Pierce 
3501 speedway unit 105 
austin, TX 78705 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Toby Pigford 
P.O. Box 270244 
Corpus Christi, TX 78427 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Andrew Pilling 
2207 AVE J 
Huntsville, TX 77340 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Derek Pippin 
123 River Ridge Drive 
Waco, TX 76705 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 



discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Grover Pippin 
123 River Ridge Drive 
Waco, TX 76705 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
John Plair 
2217 Sharpshire Lane 
Arlington, TX 76014 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. IN PLAIN 
WORDS, BURN THE BASTARDS. 
 
Franklin Platizky 
3117 Cedar Hill 
Denton, TX 76209 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Andreas Pleschutznig 
1110 Tigris Ln. 
Houston, TX 77090 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
aaron polinard 
220 w.sky view 
san antonio, TX 78228 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Rick Potthoff 
1814 Pine Village 
Houston, TX 77080 
Comcast's blatant blocking of peer-to-peer communications is the problem millions of Americans have warned would 
occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take immediate action to put an end to this practice and must 
prevent other Internet service providers of stopping the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine 
for economic growth, civic participation and free speech. We can't allow corporate gatekeepers to secretly interfer with 
Internet traffic and stifle innovation. 
 
Natalie Potts 
7201 Wood Hollow Drive 
Austin, TX 78731 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 



abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Suzanne Powell 
13539 Clayton Hill 
Houston, TX 77041 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. Besides that, 
since Comcast moved into my area, my cable TV bill has doubled and is off-line more than before. The whole situation 
that Comcast has imposed stinks. My neighbors are all getting DishTV. 
 
Laurel Powers 
1015 Peden 
Houston, TX 77006 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
michele price 
15319 poplar grove 
houston, TX 77086 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Lynn Price 
14102 Ravendale Rd. 
Humble, TX 77396 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Elizabeth Price 
501 S GREEN ST 
EASTLAND, TX 76448 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Michael Primm 
2923 Cane Field Dr. 
Sugar Land, TX 77479 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Nancy Prince 
PO Box 5982 



Kingwood, TX 77325 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Kyle Prince 
116 Nederland Ave 
Nederland, TX 77627 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Eric Putnam 
3806 Manorwood 
austin, TX 78723 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Rick Pyles 
1912 St. Johns Ave. 
Allen, TX 75002 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. i couldn't 
have said it better myself, Rick Pyles 
 
Diana Quicksilver 
1508 Southport Dr 
Austin, TX 78704 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
James Quinn 
2203 Parkside 
Denton, TX 76201 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Rick Rackow 
401 North Hillcrest 
Eastland, TX 76448 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 



Brandon Ragsdale 
2712 Cascade Falls dr. 
Austin, TX 78738 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Joanne Ramey 
1401 Garden Park Drive 
Deer Park, TX 77536 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Ralph Ramirez 
401 valle sereno 
el paso, TX 79907 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Todd Ramsey 
202 Shenandoah 
Shenandoah, TX 77381 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
William Ramsey 
9527 Peninsula Dr. 
Dallas, TX 75218 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Nishant Rao 
3500 Greystone Dr. #207 
Austin, TX 78731 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
W D Rawlings 
810 Hillcrest 
Robert Lee, TX 76945 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 



 
Robert Ray 
22345 Cherry Ln. 
Frankston, TX 75763 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Steve Rea 
635 Brazos 
Lumberton, TX 77657 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. In addition, I 
would ask that the FCC hold further public hearings (in addition to that held Feb 26) to ensure the public really has a 
voice in this matter. This would seem even more necessary after Comcast's despicable maneuver of blocking seats with 
paid 'seat-warmers' effectively silencing opposing viewpoints at that particular hearing. 
 
Gail J. Reams 
3114 West Avenue 
Austin, TX 78705 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Katherine Redd 
1431 Vicki Lane 
Cedar Hill, TX 75104 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Dennis Reed 
P.O. Box 270208 
Austin, TX 78727 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Sloan Regas 
6651 Lange Circle 
Dallas, TX 75214 
Net Neutrality should be at the top of the FCC's priority now. Freedom of information is what makes this country great. 
The Internet is our most abundant supply of information now. Freedom of information is our strongest component of 
the check and balance system - which is what the very founders of this country had in mind when they created our 
Constitution. Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions 
of Americans have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate 
action to put an abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following 
Comcast's example of discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for 
economic growth, civic participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these 
democratic communications by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and 
stifling innovation. 
 
Steven Reigel 



1002 Dunbar St. 
Houston, TX 77009 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Kirste Reimers 
307 Welch 
Houston, TX 77006 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Maria Rendon 
5822 Green Falls 
Houston, TX 77088 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Herman Rhein 
PO Box 2258 
South Padre Island, TX 78597 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Giulio Riccio 
2942 Lakeview Dr. 
Missouri City, TX 77459 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Galen Richards 
1232 Eastside dr 
Mesquite, TX 75149 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. I believe that 
Comcast should be fined heavy and made an example of. The ideas to regulate the internet are something that China 
would do not the United States. This is still the land of the constitution and the land of the free. 
 
William Richards 
904 Westcott Street 
Houston, TX 77007 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 



 
Sue Rickels 
512 E. Eberhart Ln. Apt. 501 
Austin, TX 78745 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. As a retired 
English professor, I am truly frightened by the actions of companies like Comcast in defiling the free flow of information 
across the Internet. We have enough disinformation coming through mainstream media, major networks and cable that 
an open Internet is our last resort for the free exchange of ideas, even disinformation (yes, there's snopes.com to help 
us), and our most precious First Amendment rights. Sue Rickels 
 
Warden Rimel 
8301 Pommel Drive 
Austin, TX 78759 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Joseph Rios 
3134 whitewing ln 
San Antonio, TX 78230 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Nancy Rios 
21423 Rio Comal 
San Antonio, TX 78259 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Marsha Riti 
4811 Ave. H Apt. B 
Austin, TX 78751 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Angela Rivera 
2610 Altadena 
San Antonio, TX 78259 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Leon Roberts 
8735 Rexford Drive 
Dallas, TX 75209 



Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
G Roberts 
6800 W. Gate Blvd. #132-346 
Austin, TX 78745 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Al Robles 
11618 Gateshead 
San Antonio, TX 78251 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Larry Roche 
2250 Cambridge Drive 
Irving, TX 75061 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Jiles Rodriguez 
7230 Wurzbach 
San Antonio, TX 78240 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Mark Rogers 
1907B West 38th street 
austin, TX 78731 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. If you fail us, 
we will be one more step closer to the total downfall of the american empire. 
 
Ray Rogers 
P.O.Box 2216 
Texas, TX 76048 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Mark Rogers 



1907B West 38th street 
austin, TX 78731 
Comcast is the enemy of intellectual freedom. Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications 
is exactly the problem millions of Americans have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must 
take serious and immediate action to put an abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service 
providers from following Comcast's example of discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet 
is a vital engine for economic growth, civic participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to 
smother these democratic communications by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet 
traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Kevin Rolfes 
14006 N Green Hills Loop 
Austin, TX 78737 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Lee Rolfing 
4036 Hamilton Circle 
Arlington, TX 76013 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. The Internet 
is the last bastion of REAL freedom this country has. I'm sure Comcast, Time Warner, and AT&T all stand to gain 
substantially if the Internet weren't as free and open as it is. The problem is, if you give them an inch, they'll take a mile. 
 
john rouse 
12710 acadian trail 
austin, TX 78727 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Michael Rowell 
2002 Airline Road 
Corpus Christi, TX 78412 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Joseph Ruane 
8101A Dowling Cv 
Austin, TX 78745 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Randall Rudd 
709 Morningside 
San Antonio, TX 78209 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 



participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Gary Ruff 
1861 Brown Blvd 621 
Arlington, TX 76006 
Please keep the net neutral. Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the 
problem millions of Americans have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. We laughed when China 
took such actions with Google, sensoring the internet. I thought we (USA) were better than this? I'm not laughing now. 
The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other 
Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of discriminating against the free flow of online 
information. Get Congress to pass some laws, and start making money off of these offenders. The Internet is a vital 
engine for economic growth, civic participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother 
these democratic communications by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic 
and stifling innovation. 
 
James Ruggeri 
1608 Arbor Crest Drive 
BEDFORD, TX 76021 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. Further, the 
internet is a massivly underutilized tool even now, with all of our advances. Allowing these kinds of violations essentially 
devide the internet and vastly reduce it's advancement, even taking a step backwards and limiting capability, preventing 
an untold amount of innovation. We must set a precedent now, and one that protects the vitality and freedoms of the 
internet for the next generation and all those that come after. If we do not, humanity as a whole will suffer and the 
internet may never advance further. 
 
James Ruggeri 
1608 Arbor Crest Drive 
BEDFORD, TX 76021 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. Further, the 
internet is a massivly underutilized tool even now, with all of our advances. Allowing these kinds of violations essentially 
devide the internet and vastly reduce it's advancement, even taking a step backwards and limiting capability, preventing 
an untold amount of innovation. We must set a precedent now, and one that protects the vitality and freedoms of the 
internet for the next generation and all those that come after. If we do not, humanity as a whole will suffer and the 
internet may never advance further. 
 
James Ruhnke 
16106 Seahorse Dr. 
Houston, TX 77062 
As a Comcast customer, I am more concerned about ensuring that my access to Internet data is free from corporate filters 
than I am about my neighbor's potential to hog bandwidth that he shares with me. Comcast has other options to 
ensure that individual users do not consume more than their fair share of bandwidth besides arbitrarily disrupting 
certain forms of Internet communications. I is also unforgivable that Comcast was taking such filtering actions long 
before that action was disclosed in its Terms of Service. It would be far too easy for a company like Comcast to take the 
next step and impede traffic flow to/from competing content providers, thus manipulating the market in favor of 
Comcast's own profitable content. Considering the limited consumer choice in broadband ISPs, and the potential that 
all of the major players could choose to filter traffic to their own profit, FCC approval of Comcast's tactics could have far-
reaching repercussions for all American broadband Internet customers. I strongly encourage the FCC to develop a 
solution that will ensure Net Neutrality and eliminate the potential for Comcast and other ISPs and/or network 
backbone providers to restrict certain types of traffic to/from their customers or across their networks. James Ruhnke 
 
Chris Ruiz 
7001 Miranda Dr. 
Austin, TX 78752 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 



 
Mike Ruland 
P.O. Box 7844 
Houston, TX 77270 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Bob Russell 
1804 Brackenridge 
Austin, TX 78704 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Sandra Russell 
10334 Sagerock Dr. 
Houston, TX 77089 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Danny Ruth 
3640 Old Denton Rd 
Carrollton, TX 75007 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Corinne Sabo 
1617 Thorain 
San Antonio, TX 78201 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Shelly Sakich 
4403 Molokai Drive 
austin, TX 78749 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Lucero Salermo 
5511 Lyden Ridge Drive 
Houston, TX 77053 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 



participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Nadine Saliba 
2211 Pebble Crest Circle 
San Antonio, TX 78231 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
FAVIAN SALINAS 
681 N SAGINAW BL;VD 423 
FORT WORTH, TX 76179 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Elaine Sanchez 
6653 Hillwood Lane 
Dallas, TX 75248 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
tio sanji 
sotio st 
tokyo, TX 76878 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Sonia Santana 
2005 Barton Parkway 
Austin, TX 78704 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Barry Sapp 
1106 Hills Creek Drive 
McKinney, TX 75070 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Johan Sarkinen 
8305 Cardiff Cir 
Plano, TX 75025 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 



discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Johan Sarkinen 
8305 Cardiff Cir 
Plano, TX 75025 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Charles Savoie 
908 Glenda 
Bedford, TX 76022 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
John Savoy 
P.O.Box 895 
Hardin, TX 77561 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
William Sawyer 
8302 Seashore Dr 
Corpus Christi, TX 78412 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Jim Sayre 
1900 Elm 
Dallas, TX 75201 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Russell Scheinberg 
104 Riley Rd 
Austin,, TX 78746 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Karen Schmeltekopf 
1305 St. Andrews 
San Angelo, TX 76904 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 



abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
william schroeder 
2811 Hardeman Street, Unit B 
austin, TX 78704 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Glenn Schuetz 
1400 B Cinnamon Path 
Austin, TX 78704 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Jeffrey Schultz 
PO Box 517 
Fayetteville, TX 78940 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Steve Schwartz 
3300 W Park Blvd #1200 
Plano, TX 75075 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. Sincerely, 
Steve Schwartz 
 
JEFF SCOTT 
6021 sunnycrest 
Houston, TX 77087 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Deborah Scott 
1908 W. Main 
Houston, TX 77098 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Jan Seides-Murphy 
7311 Bucknell Drive 
Austin, TX 78723 



Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Jan Seides-Murphy 
7311 Bucknell Drive 
Austin, TX 78723 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
george selestino 
5049 N Hall 
dallas, TX 75235 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Eddie Self, Ed.D. 
2108 Bluebonnet Ave. 
Denison, TX 75020 
Comcast and alleged other internet providers have blocked emails from certian URLs. This practice needs to stop, 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. Keep the 
internet open for ALL users. Eddie Self, Ed.D. Denison, Texas dreddieself@cableone.net 
 
John R. Selig 
3225 Turtle Creek Blvd., #501 
Dallas, TX 75219 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Ashley Sells 
8603 N Loop 1604 W 
San Antonio, TX 78249 
Last September I was appalled, but not surprised, when the Justice Department was reported as saying that Internet 
service providers should be allowed to charge a fee for priority Web traffic. During the FCC review of high-speed Internet 
practices the DOJ said that it is opposed to â€œNet neutrality,â€ù the principle that all Internet sites should be equally 
accessible to any Web user. (What business is it of the Justice Department to tell the FCC or any other regulatory body 
what it â€œlikesâ€ù or â€œdislikesâ€ù? The Justice Department should be in the business of enforcing the laws, not 
making them - but it has proven itself to be politicized and anything BUT neutral). Several phone and cable companies, 
such as AT&T, Verizon and Comcast have previously said they want the option to charge some users more money for 
loading certain content or Web sites faster than others, or even to load them at all. Comcast's blatant and deceptive 
blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans have warned would occur without 
Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an abrupt end to this harmful 
practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of discriminating against the free 
flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic participation and free speech. We 
simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications by discriminating against new 
technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. Coincidence that Verizon and AT&T are 
both co-conspirators on the spying scandal? I THINK NOT. Denying access to public information is discrimination and 
censorship. It would clearly disenfranchise those who have less disposable income than others. When the federal 
government decides to give to communications companies the right to eliminate the free and easy exchange of ideas 
among citizens, it is ANOTHER strike against our already bloodied democracy and is ONLY good for the bottom lines of 



telecommunications companies. This a such a slippery slope -- what's next -- charging more for certain books, 
newspapers, periodicals???? GOVERNMENT CANNOT CONTROL ACCESS TO INFORMATION!!!!!!!!!!!!!! PLEASE -- DO 
EVERYTHING IN YOUR POWER TO PRESERVE NET NEUTRALITY! 
 
John Senn 
1345 Castlegar Lane 
Justin, TX 76247 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Chrysteen Shafer 
105 Bulian Lane 
Austin, TX 78746 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the kind of problem that millions of 
Americans warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to 
put an abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's 
example of discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, 
civic participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic 
communications by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling 
innovation. 
 
Navin Shankar 
2009 Boxwood Path 
Round Rock, TX 78664 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Sid Shapiro 
320 Azalea 
Grapevine, TX 76051 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Tiffany Shaw 
7 Crystal Creek Trail 
Austin, TX 78737 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Jeremiah Shaw 
728 E. 13 1/2 St. 
Houston, TX 77008 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
James Shell 
200 Free Rein 
Marble Falls, TX 78613 



Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. I also feel 
Time Warners attempt to charge customers per amount of usage instead of a flat rate should be stopped, They do not 
charge by the amount of usage on your cable or phone bill why the internet! It is just another blatant rip off of 
consumers. James Shell Cedar Park, Texas 
 
Suzette Shelmire 
11461 CR 348 
Winona, TX 75792 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Doris Shields` 
2809 Lawrence 
Irving, TX 75061 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
James Shipman 
5313 Wooten Dr 
Fort Worth, TX 76133 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Joseph Shuffield 
4510-A Depew 
Austin, TX 78751 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Jessica Sides 
2509 Rand Street 
Ft Worth, TX 76022 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
andy siegel 
pob 211621 
bedford, TX 76095 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 



 
Judy Sigsbey 
1106 Bluebonnet Lane 
Austin, TX 78704 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Paul Silver 
1900 Bremen St 
Ausitn, TX 78703 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
cheryl simes 
2 greenblade lane 
the woodlands, TX 77380 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Chris Simpson 
3701 Luella Blvd. 
La Porte, TX 77571 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. ----------------
------------------- I personally have been blocked by Comcast with the p2p software Ares. I recently switched from 
Comcast and all of their services because of this nonsense.. Bring Time Warner back! 
 
Chris Simpson 
3021 Meadow Creek Ct 
Grand Prairie, TX 75052 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Ian Sisson 
3255 Pine Lane #30 
Nederland, TX 77627 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Kedren Sitton 
908 Navidad Street 
bryan, TX 77801 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 



discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. Enough of 
the standard blurb. Not only should we assure net neutrality, TV and radio neutrality, with 20/20 hindsight, should be 
retrofitted now!! 
 
Eric Slagle 
1745 Mcilhenny ST 
Houston, TX 77004 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
John Slavney 
15200 Memorial Dr 
Houston, TX 77079 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Tom Small 
4700 N. Capital of TX Hwy 
Austin, TX 78746 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Koree Smith 
4733 Bell Street 
Houston, TX 77023 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Eugene Smith 
5041 Nina Lee Lane 
Houston, TX 77092 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
A Smith 
4733 Bell 
Houston, TX 77023 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
sonya smith 
2315 Castle Rock Rd. 
Arlington, TX 76006 



Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Kate Smith 
3220 Duval Rd 
Austin, TX 78759 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Steven Smith 
6010 Verdome Lane 
Houston, TX 77092 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Lauren Smith 
8204 Talbot Lane 
Austin, TX 78746 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Sue Smith 
1819 Crescent 
Denton, TX 76201 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Jeff Smith 
1701 North Edwards Avenue, #12 
Mount Pleasant, TX 75455 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Jeffrey Smith 
2500 Fatima Ave. Apt. 32 
Edinburg, TX 78541 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Porter Smith 
5025 Lockwood 



Waco, TX 76710 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Tim Smith 
2802 Palm St. 
Houston, TX 77004 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
James Smith 
101 Pecan Hollow Dr 
Coppell, TX 75019 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Troy Smith 
1402 S. Cherry St. #33A 
Tomball, TX 77375 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
randy smith 
405 harsh lane 
Harwood, TX 78632 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. besides the 
controled media is not honest about 911 being an inside job. tuen over the networks other local american ownership. 
 
Edward Smith 
5665 Brett Ln 
Beaumont, TX 77713 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
jason smith 
1910 ave p 
galveston, TX 77550 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 



Steven Smith 
6010 Verdome Lane 
Houston, TX 77902 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Adam Smith 
P. O. Box 398 
Mauriceville, TX 77626 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
TC Smythe 
12922 Avenida Vaquero 
Houston, TX 77077 
peer-to-peer communications is a double-edged sword. On one hand, p2p enables music piracy which must be stopped, 
but to stifle protest would be criminal. 
 
Lauren Sohaney 
10014 Sagemark Drive 
Houston, TX 77089 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Michael Sonderman 
7935 PIPERS CREEK 
san antonio, TX 78251 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Dan Sorak 
2509 Dryden Rd 
Houston, TX 77030 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Whitney Sossaman 
1330 Post Oak Blvd. 
Houston, TX 77056 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Gregory Soto 
149 Cloudcrest Dr. 
DeSoto, TX 75115 



Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Carina Souflee 
614 Portofino Dr. 
Arlington, TX 78722 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Randy Southers 
8300 Renton Dr 
Austin, TX 78757 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Brian Spears 
907 Ruth Ave 
Austin, TX 78751 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. Brian Spears 
 
Wynn Spell 
300 Dorsett st 
Clute, TX 77531 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Keith Spinn 
1011 W Chestnut Apt 7 
Denton, TX 76201 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. Keep the 
internet free, it's America isn't it? 
 
Tracy Spires 
po box 1703 
Fulton, TX 78358 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Chris Splinter 



11410 Edgewater Dr 
Beaumont, TX 77713 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Brad Stafford 
374 Old Lexington Road 
Elgin, TX 78621 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Wayne Stalsworth 
103 Hillside 
Seguin, TX 78155 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Harriett Stambaugh 
2601 Marsh Lane Unit 123 
Plano, TX 75093 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Mary Starkovich 
1401 St. Edwards Dr. #218 
Austin, TX 78704 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Clint Starr 
1907 Dartmouth St No 415 
College Station, TX 77840 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
William Stavisky 
8422 Cactus Creek 
San Antonio, TX 78251 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 



Oliver Steck 
7407 Loganberry Dr. 
Austin, TX 78745 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
kevin steele 
5503 Sylmar 
Houston, TX 77081 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Aaron Steelman 
6400 Ohio Dr. 
Plano, TX 94568 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Patrick Stephens 
2609 Harvard St. N. 
Irving, TX 75062 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
MARCIA STERLING 
7823 Albin Ln 
Houston, TX 77071 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Clay Stevens 
800 Marion Pugh 
College Station, TX 77840 
This is a sincere, concerned American asking the FCC to enforce the will of the American Public. Clay Stevens Comcast's 
blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans have 
warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Missy Stockbridge 
10511 Den Oak Drive 
Houston, TX 77065 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 



by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. Thank you 
very much, Missy Stockbridge 
 
Louise Stoehr 
2911 Dogwood 
Nacogdoches, TX 75965 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
laurel c b stranaghan 
pob 1144 
Comfort, TX 78013 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
laurel c b stranaghan 
pob 1144 
Comfort, TX 78013 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. The sanctity 
of the the Internet as a venue for FREE SPEECH IS ABSOLUTELY ESSENTIAL and must be protected at all cost. Please 
attend to this matter, post haste. Freedom of speech is the fundamental principle upon which this country was founded 
and the fundamental mandate of our government. It is likewise a fundamental mandate of the FCC. As one of your 
bosses, a taxpayer, I urge you to please do your jobs and do them well, to safeguard the public interest. In doing so you 
will likewise be protecting the integrity of our nation. 
 
Laurel Stranaghan 
POB 1144 
Comfort, TX 78013 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. I am one of 
your employers. You have been given a sacred trust by the American taxpayers to protect our interests. Please do your 
job with utmost diligence. Do not accept a free lunch!! NOTHING IS FREE INCLUDING FREEDOM. THAT IS WHY WE ARE 
PAYING YOUR SALARY. Don't let us down on this issue. Big business would love to get their hands on OUR INTERNET. 
The creators of the internet and many wonderful webb services do not make direct charges for their services. They are 
ethically creative. Freedom in communications is democracy in action. The world is watching us. If we are admirable, we 
will be respected. ALLOW NO INTERFERENCE IN INTERNET FREEDOM AND EQUALITY. YOU HAVE BEEN GIVEN THIS 
SACRED TRUST BY THE AMERICAN TAXPAYERS. Frankly, I resent having to keep an eye on matters such as this. Millions 
of hours of taxpayer time is wasted by this sort of threat, which actually should never become an issue. Consider this as a 
Write Up. 
 
Stephanie Strangis 
257 Rosemount Ct. 
Coppell, TX 75019 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Peter Struble 
1515 Suffolk Drive 
Austin, TX 78723 



Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
shawn studer 
120 king lance 
scroggins, TX 75480 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Jon Sturgill 
17200 Westgrove Dr 
Addison, TX 75001 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Katherine Sturtz 
701 County Rd. 300 
Garden City, TX 70730 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
LANORA SUGGS 
1040 KISER LN 
MARION, TX 78124 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Rob Sullivan 
11810 Hammond Dr., Apt. 901 
Houston, TX 77065 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Lianne Sullivan 
3939 Valley View Lan 
Dallas, TX 75243 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Glen Sumner 
8306 Leafy Lane 



Houston, TX 77055 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. I didn't write 
the preceeding, but I do fully understand it, and it represents my informed opinion. Glen Sumner 
 
Brian Sumner 
6330 Coley Park 
Sugar Land, TX 77479 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
David Sumpter 
9449 Briarforest Dr 
Houston, TX 77063 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Edward A. Swearingen 
401 E. Mistletoe 
San Antonio, TX 78212 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
TK Tamplin 
404 N 34th St 
Nederland, TX 77627 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Imtiyaz Taqui 
301 Murray Ln 
Richardson, TX 75080 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Bryan Tarbox 
13635 Country Pine Court 
Tomball, TX 77375 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 



Susan Tarrant 
8900 Research Park Drive 
The Woodlands, TX 72223 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Donna Tate 
17231 Blackhawk Apt 20` 
Friendswood, TX 77546 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Elizabeth Taylor 
PO Box 18306 
Corpus Christi, TX 78480 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Tamara Teigen 
1720 S. Lakeshore Blvd #147 
Austin, TX 78753 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Joe Tessler 
1805 Avalon Dr. 
Colleyville, TX 76034 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Charles Thomas 
1103 Kingfisher Dr. 
Beeville, TX 78102 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
tim thompson 
2229 misteloe blvd. 
ft.worth, TX 76110 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 



 
James Thompson 
9368 Cedar Point 
Helotes, TX 78023 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Darla Thompson 
7 Westwood Drive 
Wimberley, TX 78676 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Jeff Thompson 
9430 Spellman 
Houston, TX 77031 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Martin Tijmes 
1206 Justin Ln 
Austin, TX 78757 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Sheila Tiner 
1801 1/2 Frederick St. 
Fort Worth, TX 76107 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Duane Tinkler 
303 Partridge Dr 
Amarillo, TX 79124 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Gwen Topper 
41 N. Cypress Pine Dr. 
The Woodlands, TX 77381 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 



participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Tim Torrence 
205D S Kenney St 
Kennedale, TX 76060 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Jennifer Torrence 
205D. S. Kenney Street 
Kennedale, TX 76060 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
David Torres 
235 Loma Park Dr. 
San Antonio, TX 78228 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Cody Torrez 
1903 e. 20th #301 
Austin, TX 78722 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Eileen Trainor 
503 Picasso Drive 
San Marcos, TX 78666 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. Who decides 
what may be seen or not seen? Who would you trust to make this decision for your children? Probably not Comcast. 
Equal access under the law. Keep the net free. 
 
William Tucker 
3327 Jubilee Trail 
Dallas, TX 75229 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Andrew Tucker 
4813 Red River 
Austin, TX 78751 



Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Lynda Turley 
10002 Sweet gum Ln 
Baytown, TX 77521 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Keith Turner 
412 Roland Dr. 
Keller, TX 76248 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Rochelle Tyler 
7600 FM 609 
LaGrange, TX 78945 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Irvin Uphoff 
2532 Alden Avenue 
Dallas, TX 75211 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. Comcast 
represents "dictators for profit" in the highest sense. You represent the public, not criminals, so act like it. 
 
Sandra L. Uribe 
4839 Wesleyan 
San Antonio, TX 78249 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Kathleen Uttaro 
218 Prairie View Ln 
Red Oak, TX 75154 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Shawn VanSchuyver 



9600 Forest Lane Suite 2114 
Dallas, TX 75243 
To whom it may concern, I want to complain about Comcast's business tactics. Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking 
of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans have warned would occur without Net 
Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an abrupt end to this harmful practice 
and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of discriminating against the free flow of 
online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic participation and free speech. We simply 
can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications by discriminating against new 
technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. You should let Comcast know that any 
information that they decide to restrict makes them 100% liable for any that does move through it's own network. 
Please do something about this quickly! 
 
Sophia Vassilakidis 
407 Avondale 
Houston, TX 77006 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Ian Vassilaros 
14332 Montfort Dr 
Dallas, TX 75254 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
George Vaughn 
1015 Daisy Lane 
Irving, TX 75061 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Anthony Vaught 
13700 Judson Rd #52 
San Antonio, TX 78233 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Wade Vernon 
2043 Sul Ross St. 
Houston, TX 77098 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Michael Vien 
426 Trinity Drive 
Allen, TX 75002 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 



participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Illiana Villarreal 
32785 Stanford RD 
Los Fresnos, TX 78566 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
catharine vitale 
3810 tattershall 
austin, TX 78727 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Paula Vivian 
593 Old Mill Lane 
Point, TX 75472 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Jim Vogas 
614 W. Castle Harbour 
Friendswood, TX 77546 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Phillip Von Schultz 
5001 Convict Hill Road 
Austin, TX 78749 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Heather Voorhees 
2504 Delmar Dr. 
Plano, TX 75075 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Bettye W 
965 Charleston 
Bridge City, TX 77611 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 



discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Scott Wagner 
6043 Ennis Joslin Road 
Corpus Christi, TX 78412 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Austin Walker 
5417 Mormon Trail 
Fort Worth, TX 76137 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
David Walker-Rice 
1209 N. Grove 
Marshall, TX 75670 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Michelle Wallace 
6933 Neston 
San Antonio, TX 78239 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. Thank you, 
 
Jeffrey Wallace 
3227 Preston Hills Circle 
Prosper, TX 75078 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. Send 
ComCast packing. Do your job and keep ComCast from stealing from its customers. ComCast and other ISPs have no 
reason but stealing from us and blocking the Free Internet. Keep the internet FREE. Do your job, stop catering to BIG 
business and help all Americans! 
 
Jackson Wallis 
629 Reno St. 
Lewisville, TX 75077 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. Comcast is 
going to ruin everything. 
 
Gordon Walton 



8207 Ganttcrest Drive 
Austin, TX 78749 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Peggy Walton 
2903 Ave M Ext 
Conroe, TX 77301 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Harrison Ward 
3045 Bosque Ridge 
Crawford, TX 76638 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
David Washburn 
2305 Galway 
Austin, TX 78758 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. Public 
communication bandwidth is a PUBLIC UTILITY, using publicly supported infrastructure and public property (the radio 
spectrum). Any carrier should treat ALL customers equally. Do not cave in to corporate pressure and censure Comcast for 
packing the hearing rooms. 
 
Clifton Watson 
4201 Fairmont 
Pasadena, TX 77504 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Stephen Watt 
1612 Juniper Ridge Loop 
Cedar Park, TX 78613 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Joe Watt 
4070 University Dr 
Beaumont, TX 77705 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 



participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Harriet Watts 
17307 Masonridge Dr 
Houston, TX 77095 
Please help control Comcast re the internet. They can't even do a good job with cable TV! Comcast's blatant and 
deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans have warned would 
occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an abrupt end to this 
harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of discriminating 
against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic participation and 
free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications by discriminating 
against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
DONY WATTS 
219 RALPH 
LONGVIEW, TX 75605 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Charles Waugh 
109 Catclaw Cove 
San Marcos, TX 78666 
Last summer i had Comcast block e-mails to me. After several back and forth communications it was "sort" of cleared up. 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. I wil avoid 
dealing with Comcast again! 
 
Dave Waugh 
915 Lazy Lane 
San Marcos, TX 78666 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Charles Waugh 
109 Catclaw Cove 
San Marcos, TX 78666 
Last summer my e-mails were blocked by Comcast. After a series of communications with Comcast the e-mails were 
unblocked and then again blocked. I gave up with Comcast and used a different route to get my e-mails. Comcast's 
blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans have 
warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. I do not 
intend to use Comcast as my provider when I return to Massachusetts again. I hope you will make your best effort to 
support the internet consumers. 
 
pam waugh-wagoner 
246 stonebrook ridge 
new braunfels, TX 78132 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 



 
Michael Weatherl 
1911 A David Street 
Austin, TX 78705 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. Sincerely, 
Mike Weatherl, Jr. 
 
Mike Webb 
2336 Douglas St.#1202 
Austin, TX 78741 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
victor webb 
2601 Lansbury dr. 
austin, TX 78723 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Stan Webb 
5307 Link Ave., Apt. 110 
Austin, TX 78751 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Christian Weehler 
16 Donore Cir. 
San Antonio, TX 78229 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Robert Welch 
2202 Trede Dr. 
Austin, TX 78745 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Brian Weldon 
6203 La Mesa 
Lago Vista, TX 78645 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 



participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Casey Wells 
12727 Vista del Norte 
San Antonio, TX 78216 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Pam Wetzels 
4807 Placid Pl. 
Austin, TX 78731 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Joan Wharton 
6708 Winterwood 
Dallas, TX 75248 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Matt Wheeler 
5225 Krueger Ln 
Austin, TX 78723 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
DAVID WHITAKER 
204 N. COLLEGE 
MALAKOFF, TX 75148 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Gaines Whitcomb 
1707 Old Mill Rd 
Cedar Park, TX 78613 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. 
 
Keith Whitley 
2205 Canterbury St 
Austin, TX 78702 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. Taking steps of this manner are only in the best interest of 
large corporations. I do not use peer to peer technologies; however, I oppose Comcast's behavior because it will only 
lead to more severe and blatantly self serving actions if it goes unchecked. The FCC must take serious and immediate 
action to put an abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following 



Comcast's example of discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for 
economic growth, civic participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these 
democratic communications by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and 
stifling innovation. As American's we embrace our freedom. We must take steps to ensure our freedom and block the 
action's of corporations that behave similarly to the current political environment in countries such as China. This type of 
behavior is quite common there. 
 
carol whitt 
11718 stillwater 
houston, TX 77070 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Bruce Whitten 
4005 Brookhaven Club 
Addison, TX 75001 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
christopher whitten 
12618 advance dr. 
houston, TX 77065 
When are you guys going to get it? The American people are all over this. We know EXACTLY what these giant telecoms 
are up to, and WE ARE NOT GOING TO ACCEPT IT! The internet and the airwaves belong to the people. It is your job to 
serve OUR best interest, not corporations. We will not stand for censorship or internet control. Comcast's blatant and 
deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans have warned would 
occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an abrupt end to this 
harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of discriminating 
against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic participation and 
free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications by discriminating 
against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Audrey Wick 
305 Black St. 
Schulenburg, TX 78956 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Tim Wiedmann 
4610 Lakeside Meadow Drive 
Missouri City, TX 77459 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
David Wiesenthal 
7116 Libby Rd #2352 
Plano, TX 75024 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 



 
Susan Wildin 
1015 S. Wellsford Dr. 
Pearland, TX 77584 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Dan Wilkes 
4114 Lavell 
Wichita Falls, TX 76308 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Richard Wilkes 
2444 Times Blvd Suite 370 
houston, TX 77005 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Nathan Wilkes 
2006 E. 9th Street 
Austin, TX 78702 
The internet is one of the most democratic tools that has been given to the people in recent years. It has given people 
the ability to organize against strong corporate powers seeking profit rather than the well being of the customer. As a 
customer and concerned citizen PLEASE protect the internet with Net Neutrality protections. 
 
carleen wilkinson 
16301 ledgement ln 
addison, TX 75001 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Richard Wilkinson 
206 E. James Box 274 
Ponder, TX 76259 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Tikeshlia Williams 
4601 Quail Hollow Drive 
Baytown, TX 77521 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
S. E. Williams 



12707 Murphy Rd., #70 
Stafford, TX 77477 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Clay Williams 
708 Staitti 
Humble, TX 77338 
----------------------------------------------------- The Internet is the last true democratic forum. By placing its control in the 
hands of corporations you are effectively silencing the people. Americans are sick of hearing lies spew forth from corrupt 
corporations that "run" this country. Hey FCC, you claim to have control, huh? Prove it. Do something about the 
monstrous corporate influences that are subtly (and blatantly) usurping our freedoms and intelligence. They are making 
us look like tools, and using us accordingly. Stop them. ITS YOUR JOB. ----------------------------------------------------- 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
David Williamson 
3015 Greenridge #72 
Houston, TX 77057 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
janis williamson 
2709 peach ln 
pasadena, TX 77502 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Jenny Willingter 
1107C Marconi St 
Houston, TX 77019 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
jolene willis 
585 25th ne 
paris, TX 75460 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Larry Wilson 
2305 Colonial Parkway 
Fort Worth, TX 76109 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 



discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Vincent Wilson 
1244 Ola Marie Lane 
Sanger, TX 76266 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Curtis Wilson 
1430 Delabrook Ct 
Seabrook, TX 77586 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ A serious consequence for bandwidth blocking and restrictions impacts online 
education. Our university and most higher level educational institutions today deliver and supplement course materials 
with streaming video and web supported data that is indistinguishable from any other network traffic using the 
restrictive controls currently implemented by Comcast. I know firsthand, I am an Information Technology Professional 
and Comcast customer. You must not allow Comcast and others to degrade the ability to deliver high quality education 
materials. 
 
Carolyn Wilson 
6604 Ripple Run 
Austin, TX 78744 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Thomas Windberg 
2416 Pace Bend Rd S 
Spicewood, TX 78669 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Andy Winger 
2810 Ashbury Drive 
Richardson, TX 75082 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Jesse Winger 
2010 Homedale Drive 
Austin, TX 78704 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 



 
Ashley Winkler 
2518 Cresterrace Dr. 
Corpus Christi, TX 78415 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Perry Winn 
18620 N US HWY 281 
Lampasas, TX 76550 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Gary Wise 
8331 Fredericksburg Rd #801 
San Antonio, TX 78229 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Carol Wise 
2019 Oakbluff Dr 
Carrollton, TX 75007 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Gary Wise 
2028 Laverne St 
Houston, TX 77080 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Tracy Witte 
908 E 14th St 
Austin, TX 78702 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Ben Woitena 
1302 Waugh Drive 
Houston, TX 77019 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 



participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Reine Wonite 
PO Box 47 
Big Bend NP, TX 79834 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Roy Wood 
8585 Woodway Dr. 
Houston, TX 77063 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Susan Woodard 
911 Chance Street 
Wichita Falls, TX 76301 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Jonna Woodburn 
2310 FM 1387 
Midlothian, TX 76065 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Ashley Woodruff 
1212 mlk 
san marcos, TX 78666 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Rebecca Woods 
13401 metric blvd apt 613 
austin, TX 78727 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Stewart Wooten 
10203 Glenwood 
Crosby, TX 77532 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 



discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Clint Wright 
Box 130548 
The Woodlands, TX 77393 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Bob Wweber 
6205 Fairlane Dr 
Arlington, TX 76001 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Angus Wynne 
25 Highland Park Village 
Dallas, TX 75205 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Stephen Yale 
23902 Indian Crest Ct 
Katy, TX 77494 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
John Yarber 
5666 1/2 Oak Blvd 
Austin, TX 78735 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Arthur Ybarbo 
218 East Lubbock 
San Antonio, TX 78204 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Cameron Yeary 
445 Soren Drive 
Murphy, TX 75094 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 



abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Genevueve Yellin 
10800 Hastings Lane 
Austin, TX 78750 
I am enraged about Comcast's manipulation and blatant attempts at blocking free speech. They must be stopped. What 
is the purpose of the FCC? Why are you allowing Comcast to go unchecked. If they succeed, it is time to clean house at 
FCC-the age of lined-pockets and corrupt public officials is coming to an end! This will be uncovered and made public! 
Tell Comcast, AT&T, etc to earn money the way the rest of us do...honestly...or do you? Comcast's blatant and deceptive 
blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans have warned would occur without 
Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an abrupt end to this harmful 
practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of discriminating against the free 
flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic participation and free speech. We 
simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications by discriminating against new 
technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Don Young 
P.O. Box 684331 
Austin, TX 78768 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Ginger Young 
19202 Dogwood Bloom Ct 
Spring, TX 77379 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Linda Young 
1000 Hicks St. 
Tomball, TX 77375 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Dominik Young 
1812 N. 12th Street 
Waco, TX 76707 
This is "government for the people by the people." Therefore, their voices need to be heard!!! The Internet is the ONLY 
venue to allow people of all religions, races, political affiliations, and creeds to express their opinions and creativity to 
masses!!! 
 
Derek Young 
3906 Ave. H 
Austin, TX 78751 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
Bernie Zelazny 
PO Box 523 
Alpine, TX 79831 



Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. Not only 
does Comcast violate Net Neutrality protections, they also fail to take any responsibility for the spamming by their 
subscribers and refuse to take action to stop such activities by Comcast subscribers. This is also unacceptable! 
 
Vincent Zontini 
9315 Sinfonia Dr 
Houston, TX 77040 
Comcast's blatant and deceptive blocking of peer-to-peer communications is exactly the problem millions of Americans 
have warned would occur without Net Neutrality protections. The FCC must take serious and immediate action to put an 
abrupt end to this harmful practice and prevent other Internet service providers from following Comcast's example of 
discriminating against the free flow of online information. The Internet is a vital engine for economic growth, civic 
participation and free speech. We simply can't allow corporate gatekeepers to smother these democratic communications 
by discriminating against new technologies, secretly interfering with Internet traffic and stifling innovation. 
 
 


